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Stop Westward Diversion of
Water from Bhima-Krishna Basins
to Save Drought-hit Maharashtra
Large parts of Krishna basin spanning Maharashtra, Karnataka,
Andhra Pradesh and Telangana are
facing massive rainfall deficits,
drought like conditions and crop fail-

Krishna and Bhima basins to the
high rainfall area of Konkan (this
region already had monsoon rainfall
this year of 1760.6 mm by Sept 4, almost seven times more than the

Shockingly, in this very period from July 1 to Sept 1, Maharashtra
has diverted more than 461.5 Million Cubic Meters of water (at
most conservative estimates) FROM this very Krishna and Bhima
basins to the high rainfall area of Konkan (this region already
had monsoon rainfall this year of 1760.6 mm by Sept 4, almost
seven times more than the rainfall of Marathawada) and down
to the sea!
ures. The tail-end reservoirs of
Srisailam and Nagarjun Sagar are
almost empty. Telangana and Andhra
Pradesh are already thinking of conserving the available water for drinking water. They are not thinking of
releasing any water even for saving
the crops of delta farmers. In upstream Maharashtra itself, the Ujani
dam has zero live storage (on Sept 5,
2015) and perennially dry
Marathwada has the highest rainfall

rainfall of Marathawada) and down
to the sea!
If this unjustified diversion was
stopped since July 1, when the signs
of severe monsoon deficits in the
three states were already there1, this
water would have been available to
save crops in lakhs of acres in the
river basin, and some it would have
also flowed to Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana and water may have been
available for saving the kharif crops

How can we continue such wasteful transfer of water of deficit
basin, at the cost of livelihoods of lakhs of farmers? Even now it is
necessary to URGENTLY review this situation and consider stopping diversion of water FROM Krishna-Bhima basin to sea. This
may save crops and livelihoods of lakhs of farmers.
deficit (52% deficit rainfall at 262.8
mm as on Sept 4, 2015). Shockingly,
in this very period from July 1 to
Sept 1, Maharashtra has diverted
more than 461.5 Million Cubic
Meters of water (at most conservative estimates) FROM this very

there. How can we continue such
wasteful transfer of water of deficit
basin, at the cost of livelihoods of
lakhs of farmers? Even now it is necessary to URGENTLY review this
situation and consider stopping diver1
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sion of water FROM Krishna-Bhima basin to sea. This
may save crops and livelihoods of lakhs of farmers.
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capacity as per the latest CWC reservoir storage report3.
The live storage water in Koyna and Tata dams can be
easily released into the Bhima-Krishna basin that can
benefit the whole of the River Basin, right till the tail
end in Krishna Delta.

Kharif crop planting across majority of Marathwada has
failed due to lack of water availability. Lakhs of farmers
are staring at crop loss even
after double and at places
Why we can afford to
triple sowing. Some parts of All this indicates that this loss of power could forgo the loss of power
Marathwada are still deploy- have been compensated, but there is no way to now It is interesting to note
ing tankers for drinking wacompensate the losses due to loss of water for the that during this period from
ter supply since last year.
July 1 to Sept 1, 2015, wind
Some parts of Latur and farmers & the ecosystem.
power
generation
in
Beed districts are getting
Maharashtra was 1914.62
even drinking water supply once in 15-20 days.
MU & Solar power generation was 59.95 MU, total of
wind + Solar generation coming to 1974.57 MU, or over
Koyna and Tata Dams in Maharashtra The west3.5 times the combined power generation from Koyna
ward diversion of water from Krishna basin to Konkan
and Tata dams that would have been forgone if the diand further to sea is happening through the 4-stage Koyna
version was stopped. Moreover, as it well known, during
Dam with total installed capacity of 1920 MW. These
this period, the power demand across the country was
hydropower projects, as per the daily reports of
so low that the Plant Load Factor of Thermal Power
Maharashtra Load Despatch Centre, generated 364.9
projects have come close to 50% from peak of over 80%,
Million Units (MU) of power between July 1 and Sept 1,
NTPC is talking about poor off take of power and the
2015. As per Krishna Water Disputes Tribunal Award,
cost of power at power exchanges have come down beKoyna is annually diverting 1911 MCM (Million Cubic
low Rs 2.5 per unit, from average of 7.5 per unit a few
Meters) of Water. So assuming proportionate diversion,
years ago. All this indicates that this loss of power could
Koyna project would have diverted 234.4 MCM during
have been compensated, but
July 1 to Sept 1.
there is no way to compenSimilarly the three Tata Hy- We hope in the interest of lakhs of farmers sate the losses due to loss of
dropower stations (Khopoli, Maharashtra government will urgently review water for the farmers & the
Bhivpuri and Bhira) with to- this situation and stop this mindless diversion ecosystem.
tal installed capacity of 297
We have raised this question
MW generated 197.52 MU of water from the water deficit river basin to sea.
earlier too4. It is high time
of power during July 1 to At least let us have a public debate on this.
that we review this mindless
Sept 1, 2015 as per daily gendiversion of water from a
eration reports of Maharashtra Load Despatch Centre.
known water deficit area, at least in such severe drought
As per KWDT award, Tata projects divert 1413 MCM of
like situations as it prevails today and consider stopping
water annually, so in the period under review, they are
this diversion when country’s power situation allows us
likely to have diverted at least 227.1 MCM on pro rata
to forgo the power loss from stoppage of diversion.
calculations.
some voices6 are now coming up demanding such releases.
Available water These projects also have substantial
However, not all voices are benevolent and such releases
water storage2. Koyna dam has 2131 MCM water, which
should not be allowed to be used up by short term vested
is 75% of its capacity and Tata dams have 653 MCM wainterests like the sugar lobby in the drought prone area.
ter, which is 58% of their storage capacity, compared to
Ujani dam, which has ZERO water in live storage. Both
- Himanshu Thakkar and
Srisailam and Nagarjunsagar have ZERO storage in live
Parineeta Dandekar, SANDRP
1
2

See for example: https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2015/07/14/six-regions-of-india-facing-prospects-of-crop-failure-and-drought/
As per the latest daily water storage position report of Maharashtra Water Resources Department: https://wrd.maharashtra.gov.in/
niku/app?action=union.viewODFFile&fileId=9073807&odf_pk=5279000&objectType=mw_dam_storages&RhXm0r7tSeUqEr=true
http://59.180.242.253:83/DocumentUploadRoot/DocumentId_3451/27.08.2015_Resv.Bulletin.pdf
See for example: https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2013/02/05/maharashtras-desperate-drought-needs-some-desperate-measures-stop-westward-diversion-of-water-by-tata-and-koyna-dams-immediately/
https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2015/08/18/open-letter-to-chief-minister-of-maharashtra-stop-westwards-diversion-of-water-fromkrishna-basin/,https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2015/08/07/as-krishna-bhima-basin-farmers-in-maharashtra-karnataka-ap-telangana-facedrought-crop-failure-water-scarcity-maharashtra-diverted-350-mcm-water-from-the-basin-literally-to-sea/, https://sandrp.
wordpress.com/2015/08/17/tata-power-responds-on-the-issue-of-tata-dams-diverting-water-from-drought-hit-bhima-krishna-basin-tokonkan-but-it-is-vacuous-insensitive-response/, also our letter to MWRRA.
http://www.asianage.com/mumbai/mula-dam-water-can-bring-relief-ajit-pawar-055, http://www.loksatta.com/pune-news/advisor-forwater-management-1137673/, http://www.freepressjournal.in/ajit-pawar-eyeing-tatas-water-for-home-turf/
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Marathwada: Lowest rainfall of the Century?
Turbulent Times ahead
Marathwada stands at the doorstep of an epic drought.
The region has the highest rainfall deficits in the country at 52% as per the latest IMD report1. Reservoir storages have dropped to 8%, by far the lowest in the state2.
SANDRP’s rainfall analysis shows that Parbhani District
of Marathwada has received the lowest rains so far in
the past 115 years (for which records are available) in
the months of June, July and August (JJA). It received
188.7 mm rainfall in these months, which is barely 34.3%
of the normal3. This is the lowest rainfall for Parbhani
in June July August recorded since 19014. The second
lowest is 225.1 mm in 1920. Even in the disastrous and
historical drought of 1972, which has left its mark till
date, Parbhani had received 257.3 mm rainfall in these
three monsoon months, over 35% more than current
rainfall!

2,37,014 hectares of Marathwada since October–Nov
2014. This area is higher than 2013-14 sugarcane
which was 2,30,530 hectares! Growing sugarcane may
not have been so objectionable in 2013-2014 as 2013 was
a good monsoon year. But planting sugarcane in 2014
which was a drought year indicates multiple follies.

In terms of irrigation, Marathwada has one of the most
poorly developed irrigation systems in the state (which
itself has one of the lowest percentage of irrigated area
in the country). Of the 50.3 Lakh hectares of culturable
area, irrigation potential has been created for barely 10.5
lakh hectares, ie. 17.7% of the culturable area. Only a
4.4 lakh hectares, 8.7% of culturable area is actually irrigated and of this half is under sugarcane, giving no
protection to most other crops and most other farmers.

How much water did this cane, now on 2,37,014 ha
need? In fact the June official figure of area under sugarcane in Marathwada was much higher than 2,37,104
hectares. It was a whopping 2,85,895 hectares6. But for
reasons unknown, the Nanded division has reduced its
estimates. This was told to me on Sept 4, 2015 by the
Nanded Sugar Commissioner in person. While calculating the water that has been taken by this sugarcane,
although we should consider the June figure, as the cane
had grown till then for the 8 months, we are assuming
the scaled down figures, to be conservative in our assessment.

The current government is considering not undertaking
crushing of sugarcane by sugar factories in areas which
are suffering severe drought5. Sugarcane Crushing is also
a water intensive activity needing about 1000 ltrs water
to crush and process one ton of cane. This has caused
bitter conflict between political parties and also sugar
factories. The final decision is yet to be taken.

In Marathwada, farmers seem to see very few options to
sugarcane. All other
crops like millets, pulses,
Last year in 2014, the
cereals and oilseeds,
During
the
drought
of
2014
and
2015,
Marathwada
JJAS (June, July, August,
even cotton and soybean
and September) rainfall has planted sugarcane on 2,37,014 ha which has conare proving to be such
for Marathwada was 46%
sumed 4387 MCM of water. This is 85.3% of the de- loss making propositions
below average. Districts
when compared to sugarlike Beed, Latur and sign Live Storage capacity of large dams in the recane that even small
Parbhani received less gion! Crushing the 189.6 Lakh Tons of cane will adfarmers who can approthan 50% rainfall last
priate some water, dig a
year and have received ditionally require 18.96 MCM of water during the
little deeper or can sink
much less this year. most critical period of October 2015-March 2016.
one more borewell are
Parbhani received barely
opting for sugarcane.
There
is
no
water
for
Business
as
usual
crushing
in
346 mm rainfall last year:
This is a failure of the
slightly higher than the Marathwada this year.
entire state machinery in
epic 1972 drought. This
providing reliable irrigayear, Latur has received just 187.9 mm rainfall (in JJA)
tion, weather forecasts, assured markets, procurement
which is 35 % of normal. Even if these districts get 100%
systems, incentives or safety nets for Marathwada farmSeptember average rainfall, they may still fall in the lowers to take up options for sugarcane. This chaos is pushed
est “scanty rainfall” category as per IMD, with rainfall
and exploited by the politician controlled sugar factories.
deficit more than 60%.
Arun Deshpande a progressive farmer and scientist from
There needs to be momentous, unprecedented rainfall
nearby Solapur told me, “I have excellent Jowar on my
this September to wash away this bleak scenario. While
field. I invite thieves to come and steal all of it. They will
hoping for a miracle, let us plan for the reality. That’s
not be able to recover even the transport costs. That’s
what planning is all about.
how unprofitable food crops have become”.

Current Marathwada is a land of stark contradictions. In this terrible drought which has been in place
since 2014, hugely water intensive sugarcane stands on
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Most of the cane planted in Sept-October-Nov 2014 will
that 200 liters per ton is not a rational figure. In addibe harvested in October-Nov-Dec-Jan 2015, at the height
tion, distilleries which are associated with most sugar
of the scarcity and will go for crushing. Some of it has
factories in Maharashtra need additional water. For our
been on the field from
calculations, we are aseven earlier. According to The 1972 drought left its mark so deep that it changed suming 1000 ltrs of waReport of Commission on
ter/ ton cane for crushing
Agricultural Cost and the way Maharashtra managed its water as well as and distillery use, which
Prices, each hectare sug- welfare schemes. Programs like Employment Guar- is a very conservative figarcane needs 187.5 lakh
ure considering all these
liters of water for its antee Scheme were introduced as a response to the issues.
complete
growth debilitating drought influenced the national policies
This year’s sugarcane
cycle. We have assumed
as well. But this year, which is the second consecutive may have received less
these conservative figwater and harsh weather.
ures, rather than Kelkar drought year for Marathwada, the region has over
Some of it may even be
Committee report which 200,000 hectares under water guzzling sugarcane. It
burnt or will be diverted
assumes 250 lakh liters
for cattle camps. All these
water/hectares for sugar- is a mix of an acute natural drought worsened by huge
issues mean that harvest
cane cycle.
human follies.
will be hit. Here, we are
So, considering 187.5
considering a low harvest
Lakh Liters water for 2,37,014 hectares, this sugarcane
of about 40 tons/acre. Even this comes to 189.6 Lakh
in Marathwada (which is still on the field) has locked up
Tons sugarcane for crushing. This will require 18.
4387 Million Cubic Meters of water between October 2014
96 MCM water.
to Oct Nov Dec 2015.
Where will this water come from? Where are the
This is 85.3% of the design Live Storage capacity (not
sources? Will this not encourage further shortages and
actual water stored) of all the 11 large dams in
conflicts in villages and the region and state in general?
Marathwada (design Live Storage capacity 5142 MCM)
Who will be the losers in the game? And what about the
and more than double the design live storage capacity of
majority of farmers who neither grow sugarcane, nor
the biggest dam in the region Jayakwadi (design Live
have any irrigation benefits? That is 85% of Marathwada.
Storage capacity 2171 MCM)! What makes the entire
What about this region?
equation even more riveting is the fact that last year, by
In conclusion, undertaking crushing in business
the end of 2014 monsoon, the dams were not full, they
as usual style is practically impossible for
had water filled to just half of their live storage capacity.
Marathwada this year. Controlling the amount of
This points to a number of things, most important being
water used by factories will be extremely difficult, we
that sugarcane has not only appropriated all dam wahave no systems in place and Water Resources Departters, it has majorly used the groundwater to survive, in
ment has shown that it is incapable of either enforcing
most unsustainable way. It is no wonder that groundwacropping pattern on the command or even irrigating the
ter levels in Marathwada are plummeting at a record
full command. They will have very little say. MWRRA
7
rate and are at lowest of their 5 years averages.
(Maharashtra Water Resources Regulatory Authority),
which is also supposed to be the Groundwater Authority
Crushing this sugarcane in October 2015 –March
for Maharashtra under the Groundwater Protection Act
2016: WHERE IS THE WATER GOING TO COME
of 2009 has a huge responsibility in front of it. But it is
FROM?
utterly unequipped. The MWRRA Act (2005) had a secSugar factories require massive volume of water to crush
tion about controlling flow irrigation to perennial crops
sugarcane. Most of this water can be derived from the
like sugarcane, but that section has not been used yet,
sugarcane itself, but only a few factories have adopted
10 years after promulgating the Act.
best practices in this regard. Their success stories are
We have been highlighting water used by sugarcane and
exceptions and not standards. The available data of wasugar factories since the 2012 drought9. No systemic and
ter required to crush one ton cane is varying. According
concrete steps have been taken till date. But for now let
to the Rules of the Water Pollution and Control Act
us look at the options Marathwada has:
(1978)8, one ton cane requires 2000 liters water for crushing. Some factories claim that their figure is as low as
• Release water from dams like Bhandardara (217 MCM,
200 liters, but they also agree that amount of water for
71% Live Storage) into Jayakwadi Dam at least to
crushing changes with agro climatic conditions, efficiency
secure drinking water of towns and villages around
of the factory itself and the best practices used. All agree
Aurangabad.
4
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• Stop west ward water diversions from Tata Dams10.
The 5 Tata Dams in Upper Bhima Basin have already
diverted 227.1 MCM of water from deficit Upper
Bhima Basin to water surplus Konkan region for hydropower generation, between July 1 & Sept 1, 2015.
These dams now have about 653 MCM water at 58%
Live Storage. Release from here will be tremendously
helpful for drinking water needs of Solapur and surrounding Marathwada regions like Latur and
Osmanabad.
• Similar releases should be made from Bhama Askhed
dam on11 Bhama River in Khed Taluk of Pune. This
dam has 87% Live Storage and 189 MCM water and no
canals! Rather than losing water to evaporation losses,
it will be worthwhile if that water is released immediately for Ujani which is directly in the downstream.
• Areas in upstream of Jayakwadi in Nagar and Nashik
Districts should not be irrigating sugarcane with dam
waters as this will directly affect the yield at
Jayakwadi. Strict restrictions on wine companies and
beer companies need to be in place.
Sugarcane crushing:
• One possible option is to harvest the standing cane
and use it for fodder, compensating the farmers with
FRP. There are over 50 Lakh cattle in Marathwada
right now, most of them have turbulent times ahead.
• Sending some part of cane to factories in regions with
satisfactory rainfall like Kolhapur or parts of Sangli
or Vidarbha
• Sending the cane to Karnataka, if there are factories
ready to crush it.
• Increasing the crushing in factories which do not consume water for cane crushing like Babasaheb
Ambedkar Sugar Factory in Osmanabad12.
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These are some of the short term measures we have in
our hands to ameliorate the drought this year. We realize that this itself will not be enough. Long term measures will need to be put in place soon. One of the immediate steps needed is decision not to allow any sugarcane planting in Marathwada in current water year.
Marathwada and Maharashtra cannot cope with more
debilitating droughts, as a result of natural and human
induced impacts.
Table: District-wise area under sugarcane in
Marathwada in 2013-14 and 2014-15. All data
from Sugar Commissionarate Pune
and Regional Offices
Sr

District

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Area Under Sugarcane (Ha)
2013-14

Aurangabad
Jalna
Beed
Parbhani
Hingoli
Nanded
Osmanbad
Latur
TOTAL
Total sugarcane
cultivated
(80 tons/ha)

15,373
11,083
27,299
25,567
18,037
28,057
43,635
61,479
2,30,530

2014-15
(Sept 2015)
15,947
26,096
36,082
32,000
17,146
23,529
39,817
46,397
2,37,014

154.28
Lakh Tons

189.6
Lakh Tons

(For a more detailed Assessment of Marathwada Drought,
see: https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2015/08/18/droughtand-marathwada-an-oft-repeated-tragedy/)
parineeta.dandekar@gmail.com, SANDRP

1
2
3
4

http://www.imd.gov.in/section/nhac/dynamic/Monsoon_frame.htm, as at 10 am on Sept 5, 2015
https://wrd.maharashtra.gov.in/portal/content/default/pdf/contents/home/damstorages.pdf;jsessionid=t+qZTbItfJAkQMy2eDXoow**
http://maharain.gov.in
http://www.indiawaterportal.org/met_data/

5

http://indianexpress.com/article/cities/mumbai/sugar-mills-in-marathwada-cabinet-to-take-final-call-on-crushing-next-week/,
http://www.financialexpress.com/article/industry/companies/no-crushing-next-season-say-52-marathwada-sugar-mills/129086/,
http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/economy/agri-business/maharashtra-may-not-allow-sugarcane-cultivation-this-year/
article7599265.ece
http://www.agrowon.com/Agrowon/20150615/5467100622896807070.htm
https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2015/08/18/drought-and-marathwada-an-oft-repeated-tragedy/
http://envfor.nic.in/legis/water/water8.html

6
7
8
9

https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2013/03/30/how-is-2012-13-maharashtra-drought-worse-than-the-one-in-1972/,
https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2014/12/11/can-marathwada-afford-to-undertake-sugarcane-crushing-in-this-terrible-drought/,
https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2015/02/25/thirsty-sugarcane-in-dry-marathwada-means-a-loss-of-2-million-farmer-livelihoods/
10 https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2015/08/20/open-letter-to-tata-sustainability-group-to-stop-westward-diversion-of-bhima-basin-water-bytata-hydro-projects/
11 https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2015/08/29/releases-from-bhama-askhed-dam-can-help-ameliorate-drought-in-solapur-and-marathwadato-some-extent/
12 http://scroll.in/article/717454/why-farmers-continue-to-plant-water-intensive-sugarcane-in-drought-hit-marathwada
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Release of idle Water from Bhama Askhed Dam can help
drought hit regions of Maharashtra
Drought in Marathwada has hit drinking water supplies
too. Latur City, which earlier received water once in 15
days, is now reported to be getting water once in a month.
Fights over water sharing are emerging between two
districts like Latur and Osmanabad1, both reeling under
drought. How can this situation improve? Where can
the region get water from? Dams in Nashik and Nagar
districts which are upstream of Marathwada, themselves
have low storages, with Nashik region at 45% as against
69% storage last year. Similarly, dam storages in Pune
Division are generally low at 52% as against 89% last
year. However, there are some dams which are literally
sitting idle with a lot of water.
One such Dam is Bhama Askhed, which has a whopping
87% storage now at 189 MCM. In April 2013, based on an
order from Hon. High
Court of Mumbai, 84.9
MCM water from this
Dam was released for
the parched Ujani in
the downstream. Back
then, MWRRA was dysfunctional.2
Why water release
from Bhama Askhed
makes sense now
Bhama Askhed Dam on
Bhama River, a tributary of Bhima River, has
absolutely no canal network. Bhama Asked dam does
not irrigate a single hectare of its envisioned command
till date. Its command was supposedly 37 villages in Khed,
18 villages in Haveli and 9 villages in Daund talukas of
Pune district with a total command area of 29,465 hectares, but no canals have been built, as I had discovered
during my earlier field trip.
The Deputy Engineer of Bhama Askhed told me on Aug
28, 2015 that the same situation still prevails. No irrigation in command, no progress in canal work. The reason
being that according to a Government Resolution (GR)
of 2011, about 1.3 TMC water from Bhama Askhed has
been allocated to Pune Municipal Corporations. Pimpri
Chinchwad Municipal Corporation also wants roughly
1

same quantity of water share from the dam. There are
many issues with the GR and this allocation. But none
of these Municipal Corporations are taking water from
this dam at this moment and will not do so this year.
Pune’s scheme of getting water from Bhama Askehd,
funded by the erstwhile Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission remains incomplete.
While touring Marathwada, Chief Minister Devendra
Fadnavis has accepted that water needs to be released
from the upstream dams for the region now. At such a
critical time, any release from Bhama Askhed, if carefully monitored, can reach Ujani and help. There needs
to be very strict monitoring of this release, ensuring that
it is not siphoned off en-route or once it reaches Ujani.
Any groundwater recharge that may happen along the
way need not be
grudged. It will help
someone, rather than
that water sitting idle in
Bhama Askhed reservoir, open to evaporation losses.
From Ujani Dam, water
can be supplied to
Solapur district, city of
Osmanabad and to
Latur through trains or
other mechanism. So
the water sitting idle in
the Bhama Askhed, if released, right now can ameliorate the problems of a deeply troubled region. If water is
not released now, but is released closer to cane crushing
season in Oct-Nov-December, we will know that the real
beneficiaries are not thirsty people, but sugar factories.
We request the Government of Maharashtra and the
Maharashtra Water Resource Regulatory Authority to
order releases from Bhama Askhed urgently along with
stoppage of westward diversion of Krishna basin water
by Tata and Koyna dams and to devise a plan to monitor
and utilize these releases most effectively for this drought
hit region.
parineeta.dandekar@gmail.com, SANDRP

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/aurangabad/Marathwada-towns-come-to-blows-over-dam-water/articleshow/48753590.cms
Reports based on SANDRP Article:
http://www.punemirror.in/pune/civic/Could-Bhama-Askhed-dam-help-states-parched-areas/articleshow/48736776.cms
http://www.asianage.com/mumbai/marathwada-can-benefit-bhama-akshed-water-663
SANDRP’s complete blog: https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2015/08/29/releases-from-bhama-askhed-dam-can-help-ameliorate-droughtin-solapur-and-marathwada-to-some-extent/

2

Read our detailed piece on Bhama Askhed: https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2013/06/08/dams-as-pawns-bhama-askhed-pune/
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Mah CM Fadnavis: “We pushed large dams, not irrigation,
this has to change”
On this front Maharashtra has been experiencing tough
During his Speech in Maharashtra Legislative Assembly
challenges since the last decade. After a dismal monon July 21, 2015, the Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis
soon of 2014-15, this year the state is facing an unprectalked with remarkable clarity and panache about how
edented rainfall deficit, with Marathwada leading the
Debt Waiver, the moot point, was not a silver bullet for
country. Add to dismal groundwater levels and load shedfarmers and how long term solutions coupled with betding, which does not allow farmers especially in Vidarbha
ter governance and swift administration, were far more
and Marathwada to irrigate their fields using groundwaimportant. Although Maharashtra is the most urbanized
ter, and we have a very serious problem at hand. What
state in the country, nearly 50% people depend on farmare the possible solutions
ing and farm-related acCM that suggested?
tivities. The state has
been shaken by recurring “Maharashtra has the country’s 40% large dams, but Some of the long term socrop failures, increasing 82% area of the state is rain fed. We have moved away lutions discussed by the
CM around water include
farmer suicides and nothing seems to stem this. from our vision of watershed and conservation…We the following.
When debt was identified did not think about hydrology, geology and topograIncreased budget for
as one of the major reaphy of a region before pushing large dams everywhere. water conservation It
sons behind farmer suiis great to see CM’s focus
cides, attempts were But this has to change”. These are not the words of
on water conservation.
made to address this, in- an activist or water researcher. This was said by
Indeed the Jalyukta
cluding a full debt waiver
Shivar (Water-rich farm)
of nearly Rs 7000 Crores Maharashtra’s Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis,
scheme (started by his
in 2008-9 by the UPA govt during Monsoon Assembly Session of Maharashtra
predecessor Prithviraj
in Centre and Congressst
Chavan, before the elecon 21 July 2015.
NCP govt in State. But
tions) of watershed conjust in 6 years, we are
servation with people’s
staring at the same abyss. This year, just between Januparticipation has been doing good work. The CM said
ary to May, more than 1000 farmers have committed
that he will not allow it to become contractor-driven,
suicide in Maharashtra. (SANDRP’s report on Vidarbha
which is welcome. Budget of Water Conservation has
Suicides: https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2014/12/31/
been raised substantially from Rs 800 Crores to Rs 2200
vidarbha-the-worst-place-in-the-nation-to-be-a-farmer/;
Crores.
for SANDRP blog of July 26, 2015 on this CM speech,
Setting up 50,000 farm ponds every year for the
see: https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2015/07/26/we-pushednext 3 years to bring “500,000 acres of land under
large-dams-not-irrigation-cm-fadnavis-assembly-speech/
irrigation.” Now, Farm ponds are not necessarily a shot)
in-the-arm. In parched Ahmednagar and Nashik regions,
One of the important keystones, which have a signifiFarm ponds do not harvest rainwater but store pumped
cant influence on all other factors, is availability of wagroundwater from borewells, leading to immense evapoter in the farmers’ field. Most of the soybean and cotton
ration losses. On the other hand, harvesting rainwater,
grown in Vidarbha and Marathwada on nearly 60,00,000
stream water, during monsoons has proved to be a great
hectares is rain fed, so are pulses and oilseeds. Spurts of
idea in some parts of Marathwada and Vidarbha, even
suicides are concentrated after drought, failing rains and
Konkan. Some regulation is needed here to bring in eqextreme weather events like hailstorms. We have lost
uity and sustainability.
nearly all of Kharif during this drought. Irrigation, at
Repair and maintenance: In an important announcethis point, not only means spectacular increases in proment, CM said that for repair and maintenance of older
ductivity but also the difstructures, 10% costs
ference between a crop,
and perhaps a life, lost “Till the time you don’t give water to a farmer’s fields, (10% of what is unclear,
perhaps 10% of the proand saved.
you can’t save him from suicide,” said the CM.
gram budget?) will be se“Till the time you don’t
cured this year. In the
give water to a farmer’s
coming 5 years, districts will undertake resource mapfields, you can’t save him from suicide,” said the CM in
ping and about 25% funds will be secured and kept aside
his speech. This has been underlined by about 5 comonly for repair and rejuvenation of older structures.
mittees which investigated Debt and suicides in Vidarbha.
7
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This is a great announcement. Indeed, Maharashtra has
over 60,000 smaller structures which are with Zila
Parishads, Local Sector of WRD, Minor Irrigation and
Water Conservation Department etc., which are entirely
ungoverned and without maintenance. Last drought saw
many inspiring community initiatives reviving these
structures. Some support and focus for this work will go
a long way in achieving local water security.
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niques and equitable water distribution are adopted, we
end up with Jalyukta Shivars supporting sugarcane in
Marathwada, which is unacceptable.

One of the major limitations of the speech has been total disregard to water for sugarcane which is now emerging as the most important rallying point. CM did not
even mention water
when he discussed sugCM has made some good announcements and laid a arcane and issues reSinking 100,000 Wells in
lated to Fair Remunerathe coming 3 years As- well thought of road map ahead of the state in the tive Price (FRP). The
suming on an average 2.5 form of Jal Yukta Shivar Scheme. However, unless discussion was as if sughectares irrigated area per
demand side management, regulation of cropping arcane is a factory
well, this could mean 2.5
manufactured synLakh hectares irrigation. patterns through incentives and disincentives, use of thetic product, with no
Of course, this is not just a water efficient irrigation techniques like SRI and eq- links to natural rematter of simple multiplisources. This sort of
cation, groundwater levels uitable water distribution are not adopted, we could compartmentalization
all over Maharashtra are end up with Jalyukta Shivars supporting sugarcane is entirely political and
falling sharply and the
the issue of sugarcane
in Marathwada, which is unacceptable.
practicability of the scheme
cannot be delinked from
will need to be studied, but
the issue of water it
conjunctive groundwater use, especially in Vidarbha reuses.
gion is a good initiative, provided it is accompanied by a)
Although the BJP in its election manifesto had promgroundwater recharge schemes b) ensuring that unsusised 50% profit over production costs as returns to farmtainable crops are not allowed c) groundwater regulaers, this has remained a mirage. In Maharashtra, state’s
tion is given to communities with clearly defined norms
oilseed and pulses MSP (Minimum Support Price) recof equity and sustainability.
ommendations have been consistently rejected by the
Farm Pump connections: The CM said that “200,000
Centre and growing crops like groundnut and sesame is
farmers kept away from farm pumps without electricity
like a loss making venture now. Although we import
connections. 20,000 cases have been pending for 3 years.
pulses at a huge cost to out exchequer, we do not ensure
These are most vulnerable groups. We plan to expedite
even production cost prices to the farmers who grow
this process.” Not having electricity connections for
these crops, at a huge risk, without irrigation and withpumps and staring at groundwater without being able to
out any market support, unlike the case of sugarcane.
irrigate fields is pathetic and has even led to suicides. I
And we export water from drought prone areas by exhave talked with many farmers who say that they do not
porting sugar, that too has huge subsidy to the sugar
need free or heavily subsidised power, but only reliable
manufacturers. This is something we need to fix urgently,
power at optimal rates.
but the CM did not allude
For us, free power is
to this, while scoring
more of a political issue In an important announcement, CM said that for re- empty political points
than farmer’s issue, they pair and maintenance of older structures, 10% costs over Bali negotiations
say.
and UPA-NDA tussle.

will be secured this year. In the coming 5 years, dis-

All in all, these are good
Then we come to large
announcements. They tricts will undertake resource mapping and about 25% dams. CM’s statements
will need more ground- funds will be secured and kept aside only for repair about large dams, given
work, more realistic tarat the outset, are great.
and rejuvenation of older structures.
gets and also reconnaisBut when do we see the
sance of existing probaction? At this point,
lems, like the non-implementation of Groundwater Act
Maharashtra has several white elephants of large projects
for past 6 years and MWRRA being the Ground Water
which are causing crores of loss to the public exchequer
Authority, when it has failed to complete its own duties
every day by lying idle and not providing the promised
so far. Also, Jal Yukta Shivar, Watershed Management,
benefits. Important ones include the Krishna
etc., are supply side measures. Unless demand side manMarathwada Project, Lower Tapi Irrigation Project,
agement of cropping patterns, efficient irrigation techPranhita Chevella Link Project and Lower Penganga
8
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Uttarakhand and Nepal bear tragic testimony to these
scientific predictions… India is truly fortunate for finally
having a minister for water resources who understands
the perils of dam-building
Former Planning Comin the Himalayas and is
mission member Mihir
committed to uninterShah, in his article in In- One of the major limitations of the speech has been
rupted water flows in the
dian Express following total disregard to water for sugarcane which is now
Ganga. It is to be hoped
this speech wrote (http://
emerging
as
the
most
important
rallying
point.
CM
that she will not lose any
indianexpress.com/artime in adopting an apticle/opinion/columns/ did not even mention water when he discussed sugproach that could add
push-irrigation-not-dams/ arcane and issues related to Fair Remunerative Price
millions of hectares to ir), “We can add millions of
rigated land without
hectares to irrigated land (FRP). The discussion was as if sugarcane is a facbuilding a single new
without building a single tory manufactured synthetic product, with no links
dam — by better managnew dam. We just need to
ing the water already
to natural resources.
adopt a different method
stored in our existing
of managing the water
large dams and ensuring
already stored in them… What is worse, these dams have
it actually reaches the farmers for whom it is meant.”
not really achieved what they had promised. While the
In conclusion, although the CM did not raise some imnation and its most deprived people have paid a huge
portant water related issues like stopping west ward
price in terms of displacement and ecological costs, the
water diversions from Koyna and Tata dams from water
farmers for whom the water was meant have not bendeficit basins to high rainfall regions or even Climate
efited as planned… It is this enormously constrained situChange, It looked as if the CM, at the risk of being unation that underscores the wisdom of the perspective
popular with Congress, NCP and contractors, is looking
outlined by Fadnavis… Recent scholarship supports the
for long term measures to tackle the recurring drought
chief minister’s refreshing perspective… Climate change
issues. This is a welcome change for Maharashtra which
is making the predictability of river flows extremely unwas trapped in contractor-driven politics around water
certain. Diverting rivers will also create large dry refor many years now. It’s now about 10 months since the
gions, with adverse impact on local livelihoods (fisheries
Fadnavis government was formed, the state is staring
and agriculture). The neo-tectonism of the Brahmaputra
at one of its most severe droughts and its time to take
valley and its surrounding highlands in the eastern
strong decisions.
Himalayas means that modifying topography by excavation or creating water and sediment loads in river im-Parineeta Dandekar, SANDRP
poundments can be dangerous. Recent events in
Project, in addition to dams around Mumbai. These need
to be scrapped soon to free up investment, bring in a
sense of closure and look for sustainable options.

Figure 1 Maharashtra CM Fadnavis addressing the Assembly
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Open letter to Tata Sustainability Group to stop westward
diversion of Bhima basin water by Tata Hydro projects
August 20, 2015
Dear members of Tata Sustainability Group,
(The letter was sent to: 1. Shankar Venkateswaran, Chief
– Tata Sustainability Group: svenkateswaran@tata.com;
2. Dr. Avinash Patkar, Head – Environment Services:
apatkar@tata.com; 3. Sudhakar Gudipati, General Manager – Community Services: sgudipati@tata.com; 4. Alka
Upadhyay, General Manager – Environment Services:
aupadhyay@tata.com; 5. Ajit Chaudhuri, General Manager – Community Services: achaudhuri@tata.com; 6.
Sourav Roy, Program Leader - Tata Uttarakhand Program: aroy@tata.com; 7. Abhishek Goyal, Senior Manager - Environment Services: agoyal@tata.com; 8. Zarir
DeVitre, Manager – Environment Services:
zdevitre@tata.com; 9. Manjula Sriram, Manager – Community Services: msriram@tata.com; 10. Lucas
Saldhana, Assistant Manager - Tata Sustainability Group:
lsaldhana@tata.com)
We are encouraged to write to you on this subject, thinking that considering the name, objective of the TSG and
also the various statements on the TSG website, you
will take prompt and necessary action on this subject.
We are writing to you in the context of Bhima basin in
Maharashtra and Krishna river basin in general facing
the worst monsoon deficit, crop loss and water scarcity.

Andhra Pradesh have said they have no water to save
farmers’ crops; they are reserving the available water
for drinking water.
However, in this situation, Tata Power Dams are diverting water FROM water scarce Bhima-Krishna basins to
high rainfall Konkan area through the three hydro power
houses of Bhira, Khopoli and Bhivpuri. The water that
these projects are diverting is depriving the BhimaKrishna basin of its rightful share.
In fact the first right over the water in the Bhima-Krishna
basin is that of the people of this basin, they are facing
life and livelihood threatening water crisis and their rightful water is being diverted away by Tata Power. This is
not only unsustainable, but also unjust, in violation of
human rights, right to life of the people of Bhima-Krishna
basin.
We have been writing to this issue, some of the writings
can be seen at the following links:
1. https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2015/08/07/as-krishnabhima-basin-farmers-in-maharashtra-karnataka-aptelangana-face-drought-crop-failure-water-scarcitymaharashtra-diverted-350-mcm-water-from-the-basin-literally-to-sea/
2 .
h t t p s : / /
sandrp.wordpress.com/2015/
08/18/open-letter-to-chiefminister-of-maharashtrastop-westwards-diversion-ofwater-from-krishna-basin/
3 .
h t t p s : / /
sandrp.wordpress.com/2015/
08/17/tata-power-respondson-the-issue-of-tata-dams-diverting-water-from-droughthit-bhima-krishna-basin-tokonkan-but-it-is-vacuous-insensitive-response/

Map showing Tata Hydro diversion points from Bhima basin to Konkan

Millions of farmers are facing crop loss, livelihood loss
and worst. Ujani dam on Bhima River is below its live
storage level now and in the downstream Telangana,
Nagarjunsagar is at zero live storage level and Srisailam
has just 9% water in its live storage. Telangana and
10

4 .
h t t p s : / /
sandrp.wordpress.com/2015/
08/18/drought-andmarathwada-an-oft-repeatedtragedy/

We are writing to request you to do everything in your
power to stop this unjust westward diversion of water by
Tata dams urgently and ensure the release of this water
now and whatever more water enters these dams, to
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the Bhima Krishna basin and not divert any water to
Konkan, until the water situation in Bhima-Krishna basin improves.
Sustainability, as per your website, (see: http://
w w w. t a t a s u s t a i n a b i l i t y. c o m /
tempAU.aspx?mnid=40&tmpid=2) means, “balancing economic, environmental and social performance” and “ensuring that all its stakeholders benefit”. And
“Sustainability in the Tata context is about ensuring that
in the process of doing business, its companies assess its
impacts on society and the environment and minimise
the harm as they work towards maximising the good”.
TSG’s mission is: “TSG will guide, support, and provide
thought leadership to all Tata group companies in embedding sustainability in their business strategies and
demonstrating responsibility towards society and the
environment.”
We believe what we are requesting you is in line with
these laudable objectives and statements. Tata Power
needs to understand the impacts of its action of westward water diversion from Bhima basin “on society and
the environment” and need to stop this diversion NOW
to “minimise the harm”. We hope TSG will provide the
necessary leadership to Tata Power, since current action of westward diversion cannot be defined as sustainable business strategy, not does it demonstrate “responsibility towards society and the environment”.
The Tata Water Booklet says: “In this context of water scarcity, the challenge will be to find innovative ways
to manage water resources without putting added stress
on existing water sources. It is also important to identify
regions where water shortage is the most acute… All you
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have to do is be more observant and aware about how
you can save a few litres of water while going about your
daily activities... Water bodies like rivers, lakes, streams,
wells, reservoirs, etc form the largest chunk of fresh water reserves. This water is charged through rain water,
and forms a vital element of this natural cycle.”
Indeed, Bhima-Krishna basin and surrounding areas in
Maharashtra and downstream are “regions where water
shortage is the most acute”. We hope TSG and Tata
Power will have observed this and will act to save
this water for the water scarce region rather than
allowing its westward diversion through Tata
hydro projects, through which they are “putting
added stress on existing water sources”. The water
bodies in the basin, including Bhima river are indeed
“charged through rain water and forms a vital element
of natural cycle” as Tata Water booklet says, but what
Tata dams and hydropower projects are doing is against
the natural cycle and depriving the river and people of
Bhima basin what is rightfully theirs.
As we have been writing in articles (links above), Tata
hydro stations have already diverted (by Aug 20)
about 180 Million Cubic Meters (MCM) of water and
these dams hold 622 MCM of water. This water, if
released to Bhima basin, can go a long way in ameliorating the situation of the people in Bhima-Krishna basin.
As far as providing peaking power for Mumbai/
Maharashtra that these projects may have provided in
their normal functioning is concerned, that can be possibly provided by functioning of the Bhira HEP in pump
storage mode without involving any net diversion of
.... continued to Page 15

POST SCRIPT FROM HT: On Aug 30, 2015, following our above letter to TSG, we received an
email from Chief of TSG, Shri Shankar Venkateswaran, forwarding a 3-para response from Mr
Vivek Talvar from Chief Sustainability Office of Tata Power, essentially reiterating the business
as usual contentions, not responding to either the drought situation or to how the Tata Power
functioning adheres to the claims of TSG and Tata Water Book.
On Sept 2, 2015, we wrote to Mr Venkateswaran and Mr Talvar: “This response from TP is on
usual grounds and will not convince anyone. Do you really think that in this severe drought situation in downstream Bhima basin there can be ANY justification of diverting water from that
basin, depriving the millions of people of their rightful share of water for life and livelihood? It is
surprising that the response does not even attempt to answer how this can be called just, proper
or sustainable and how this is along the lines claimed by TSG and Tata Water Book. We would be
happy to meet you to discuss this further if you think there is any possibility of your changing this
stand, that is, if you are open minded enough to consider the option of stopping the westward
diversion in this drought year. Do let us know. We will look forward to your response.”
As I write this on Sept 5, 2015, we have yet to hear any further from Tata Power or TSG
11
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xksnkojh /otkjksg.k % Hoisting Godavari’s Flag this Kumbh
14th July, 2015 was the first day of the Simhastha Kumbh
Pandit is the captain of this ship.
Mela in Nashik (Maharashtra), on the banks of Godavari
Pandit’s mission started in 2011 when he asked for an
River, the largest river basin of Peninsular India
Action Plan for cleaning Godavari. He was told that there
(Godavari’s Story: https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2014/11/
is none. Pandit and the group eventually organized pro24/an-introduction-to-godavari-basin/). For perhaps more
tests, satyagrah for a credible action plan for Godavari.
than a thousand years, people have been congregating
When nothing was forthcoming and when they saw that
on the banks of Godavari every twelve years on the octhe administration is laying sewage pipes in the river,
casion of Simhasta Kumbh, making the ghats come alive.
only to release untreated sewage in the river itself, they
Kumbh has a distinction of being the largest peaceful
evoked Section 431 of the Indian Penal Code: Mischief
gathering of humans in the world (Peaceful is subjective
by injury to the river, “interm. In Nashik Kumbh
tentional harm”.
in 2003, 39 people were
In
many
senses,
Kumbh
is
a
celebration
of
rivers.
It
is
But with no police statrampled to death in a
stampede and bloody held once every four years on the banks of Ganga in tion ready to file his
fights between the sects Haridwar, Ganga-Yamuna Sangam in Allahabad, complain, Pandit filed
his first case in the
are not uncommon).
Shipra in Ujjain and Godavari in Nashik, in rota- Hon. Bombay High
When I visited my homeCourt in 2011. This
town Nashik a week be- tion. For this year’s Kumbh, about 1 Crore people are
case is still not disfore Kumbh this year, I expected to be in Nashik, while about 25-30 lakhs in
posed off and is now a
went to see the Goda
beacon of hope and
the
temple
town
of
Trimbakeshwar,
about
28
kms
Ghat and Ramkund (a
positive action for the
small ghat built along the upstream from Nashik.
Godavari. Multiple diriver in the heart of the
rections laid down by the
city) where the drops of nectar are supposed to have
HC from time to time, multiple applications and affidafallen. To my surprise, the river was flowing and it was
vits filed by the petitioners and respondents, several
not the sewer that I was accustomed to seeing. There
rounds of discussions of Action Plan on cleaning Godavari,
was too much concrete on the Ghats and it was more of
several rounds of awareness camps, sampling exercises,
ghat than the river, but whatever water that flowed, alcompliance measures etc., have resulted into a robust
beit not crystal clear, was not the usual sickly brownand flowing process to protect the river. A one-time court
grey.
order, even if it had levied exemplary fines, may not have
What had changed? Several things it seems. And most of
ensured the kind of oversight that this case has ensured.
them spearheaded by citizens. This is a story of an iniDuring the first hearing, when the petitioners showed
tiative that is trying to
pictures of the river with
save the river from the
sewage, solid water, waclutches of pollution and In a landmark order in March 2014, the Hon. High
ter hyacinth etc., to the
absence of flow for the Court categorically said that not only the adminisjudges, the bench headed
past 5 years. Story of comby Justice Oka asked:
mitted foot soldiers of tration, but the citizens too have failed in their con“How is this possible? Is
Godavari
and
the stitutional duty towards protecting the river. It asked
this a river at all?” The
Godavari Gatarikarn
for an immediate stop to sewage flowing into the river. resultant order said:
Virodhi Manch.
It asked for a time bound action plan from the corpo- “The Commissioner of
“Gatarikaran” is a very
Police, Nashik, will apstrong word, not used of- ration, and at the same time, it asked for Police Pro- point an officer not below
ten in Marathi. Gatar is tection for Godavari!
the rank of a Deputy Coma drain and Gatarikaran,
missioner of Police, inis
a
verb,
like
charge of the Cell of the
“Drainification”. It is very apt though. It highlights that
police force deployed for the protection of Godavari River.
Godavari is being converted into a drain. Just a few years
Minimum staff of at least one Inspector of Police, four
back, the river which flowed through Nashik was sick
Sub-Inspectors of Police and 30 Police Constables shall
and several stretches had Dissolved Oxygen levels of zero.
be made available. During the Kumbh Mela, large numI’ve been meeting and talking with the members of
ber of police personnel will have to be deployed.”
Manch for some years now. It is a small group and Rajesh
12
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This was the first time that police was deployed for protecting a river not only from the administration, which
wantonly disposed sewage into the river, but also citizens, who threw construction debris, encroached upon
the river, threw garbage and polluted the river.
The High Court did not stop at that, it had earlier appointed NEERI (National Environmental Engineering
Research Institute) as an expert
organization to help the Municipal
Corporation in controlling pollution. NEERI submitted a preliminary, interim and final Report on
“Rejuvenating the Godavari” to the
Hon. High Court. It has also submitted an action plan for Kumbh
Mela. The HC has directed the
NMC to follow almost all recommendations of NEERI report or River
pollution as well as Kumbh Mela.
In their March 2014 order, the HC
appointed a joint committee to
monitor the implementation of
court orders and recommendations
of various NEERI reports.
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and India Bulls Thermal Plant in the downstream). To
call the meagre amounts calculated by NEERI as e-flows
would be erroneous, but at least water release for the
river now becomes a part of the court order. As recommended by the NEERI report, the court has also ordered
that all water from STP will be recycled and reused for
irrigation and equal amount of freshwater will be released only for the river from the dam.
In December 2014, final report has
been submitted and the Court, in
its order in December 2014 has
asked the Central and State governments well as the Kumbh management committee of the state
Government to abide by all the directions of the HC as well as NEERI.
A grievance redressal cell, specifically for matters related to
Godavari has been set up and citizens are encouraged to record their
concerns and issues here. The court
has also ordered the NMC to upload judgements, Court orders and
NEERI Final Report on NMC
Website for Public Access.

This committee meets every 2
Water is being released for a
months to monitor the steps taken
river! While the NMC claimed that
to protect Godavari. Members of the
Godavari is a perennial river with
Manch are a part of this meeting
self-cleansing properties, the petitoo. In addition to Police Protection
tioner claimed that Gangapur Dam
for the river, the HC also ordered Above: On the banks of Godavari Photo: Author
has killed all the perennial characstoppage of sewage flowing into the
ters of the river and its flow depends completely on erriver through 19 Nallahs across the city, strict monitorratic dam releases. Part of NEERI’s report deals with
ing of 30 mg/lt BOD outfall standards for all STPs (SewEnvironmental flows and it recommends 41.6 cusecs (cuage Treatment Plants) for the city. It has directed setbic feet per second) for 8 days during November to Januting up 2 more STPs upstream of the city and the NMC
ary and 125 cusecs for 10 days during February to June.
is in the process of setNEERI has admitted that
ting these up. It has orthis recommendation is
dered
the
MIDC Due to this sustained fight, all Nallahs carrying unonly for improving water
(Maharashtra Industrial treated sewage to Godavari have been intercepted, plan
quality and not environDevelopment Corporamental flows as such.
for
water
release
into
the
river
is
in
place,
STPs
are
tion) to establish CETP
(Central Effluent Treat- working if not at the optimum level, at least better than As per the report, all of
ment Plant) immediately
before, operators and NMC are on their toes, new STPS the 19 nallahs meeting
and the NMC to carry out
Godavari have been interextensive awareness are to be set up in the upstream of the Nashik city and cepted. While 10 are perdrives about keeping the Goda Ghat is drastically improved compared to what manent interceptions
river clean.
through sewers, 9 are
it was. In Rajesh Pandit’s words “We can at least see temporary in nature and
It has upheld NEERI
can breach with rains.
report’s first major that what flows from the city is a river.”
The group is consistently
recommendation that
raising the issue of temporary diversions and need to
water should be released from the Ganagpur Dam
make them permanent.
for the river itself. Gangapur Dam is a large dam about
10 kms upstream of the city which was originally a mulModest though it may sound, this is indeed a very sigtipurpose dam, but is now increasingly captured by city
nificant success. Godavari has become the focal point of
13
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discussions, meetings, plans, projects, participation and
this is no mean feat for an Indian City.
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disposing Pooja waste in the river and tanks and foot
the bill for disposing the biodegradable waste produced
during Pooja ceremonies!

There are issues still, for
example like my friend In its order in October 2014, the NGT ordered that if The irony of singing paeAmit Tillu discovered,
ans of the river, praising
Nallah interception in the Purohit association did not take action against her in chants, worshiping
many places is cosmetic. the waste and pollution created due to poojas, stern her water in poojas, while
Sewage is either being
simultaneously polluting
released deep in the river, action, including attachment of their properties will her seems to be lost here.
or the connection to be brought against them! Even as protecting the reNevertheless, the entire
drainage lines is too
source which provides them with employment is the machinery
of
flimsy and sewage is
Trimbakeshwar
was
put
again overflowing into basic duty of the Purohit Sangh, it had failed to do
in action: Sewerage lines
the river. STPs are not that.
are being removed from
equipped to handle addithe river, bio-methanational sewage coming
tion plant to treat waste that is disposed in the river is
from intercepted nallahs, they may be overloaded.
nearly commissioned and the Purohit Sangh is busy enWHAT IS HAPPENING IN UPSTREAM
suring this!
TRIMBAKESHWAR The group is not restricted to
Nashik. Upstream from the city, near its origin in
Trimbakeshwar, Godavari is nearly entirely concreted
channel and flows under concrete slabs! While this process started in 1950s, now there is no sign of the main
channel of Godavari in the holy city which worships
Godavari! The outfall from the holy tank of Kushvarta,
which is Godavari main stem, is throttled in a pipeline
of 300 mm dia and an entire market sits on top of the
river! This pipeline emerges only at the Sangam of
Neelganga and Godavari.
In November 2013, heavy rains hit Trimbakeshwar and
caused immense water logging. People were stranded
and water levels reached waist height. Lalita Shinde, a
trustee of Trimbakeshwar temple and former corporator and chairperson of Trimbak Municipal Council, was
worried. According to Shinde, “I am born in
Trimbakeshwar and I know this place thoroughly. I didn’t
want an Uttarakhand-like incident here. I began exploring the place and spoke to old people. They said they
used to swim here when they were young as there was
lot of water in the river then. However, no one was able
to explain why the river had shrunk. Then I came across
Godavari Gatarikaran Virodhi Manch, which is fighting
for clearing the river of pollution, together we resolved
to fight.”
Manch members and Shinde realized that a river lies
buried below the town, nearly killed by concrete and
pollution, including by purohits and pilgrims. This led to
filing a case in the National Green Tribunal in 2013 to
free the original flow of Godavari, remove the concrete
and curb the pollution.
Amazingly, it was the Purohit Sangh (Association of the
priests) which opposed removing concrete and opening
up the river as they say they perform poojas there. This
angered the NGT which asked the Purohit Sangh to stop
14

Above: River once Flowing through Trimbakeshwar, now
banished in pipes Photo: Illustrated Weekly

In its latest February 2015 order, the Tribunal has asked
for immediate setting up of a temporary STP in
Trimbakeshwar for the Kumbh Mela. Biodegradable
waste from Trimbakeshwar is coming to Nashik as per
courts orders for disposal until the time Trimbakeshwar
council sets up its own plant. Pandit says “According to
mythology, Kumbh Mela revolves around the separation
of amrut — holy waters — from the poisonous or unholy
waters of the sea. If we consider it in today’s terms, the
separation of the river and sewerage signifies the same.
If this is achieved in Trimbakeshwar, then the holiness
of the event will be preserved. This is the first step in
making Godavari pollution free.”
Slowly but surely, Trimbakeshwar is not only chanting
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about and worshiping Godavari, but actually trying to
clean it.
According to the group, “Government thinks Vikas (development) can happen only through cement and concrete. For a River’s Vikas, we need to remove the cement concrete we have put in blindly and let her flow.
This is our only offering to Godavari.”
Every step towards protecting Godavari is their bank
balance. The group’s work is slowly growing organically,
along with old members like Suneel Mendhekar,
Nishikant Pagare. Dheeraj Bacchav, Nitin Hingmire,
Lalita Shinde, new members are joining. Celebrities like
Shankar Mahadevan, Marathi actors like Chinmay
Udgirkar, Mrunal Dusanis, Dhanshri Kshirsagar, Anita
Date not only support the work but have even cleaned
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the river at times. The current Divisional Commissioner
Eknath Davale, Commissioner Praveen Gedam and Collector Deependra Singh Khushwa support the effort
wholeheartedly and are ensuring all possible help. The
Commissioner Mr. Gedam had himself cleaned the river
during a drive.
Is it the millions of pilgrims, who come to the Godavari
to wash their sins and replenish their stores of Punya,
who hold the Kumbh Flag? Is it the Sadhus, who come
to Godavari for their personal spiritual pursuit, who make
this Kumbh significant?
No, this Kumbh, Godavari’s Flag is held proud and high
by the citizens who love her selflessly.
– parineeta.dandekar@gmail.com, SANDRP

References:
http://www.ndtv.com/india-news/nashik-kumbh-mela-2015-begins-today-781208
http://nashikcorporation.in/pagedetail.aspx?type=article&id=98
http://nashikcorporation.in/pagedetail.aspx?type=article&id=98
http://nashikcorporation.in/doc/ordjud.pdf
http://nashikcorporation.in/doc/Annex_23_Water_Release_Data.pdf
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/pollution/NGO-moves-green-tribunal-over-Godavari-pollutionin-Trimbak/articleshow/27550951.cms
http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2014-10-17/news/55148508_1_ngt-the-national-green-tribunal-lalita-shinde
http://www.hindujagruti.org/news/20354.html
http://www.dnaindia.com/mumbai/report-separate-godavari-sewerage-by-may-trimbakeshwar-civic-body-told-2075534
Continued from Page 11 ...
water from Bhima-Krishna basin. Tata Power can certainly bear the losses entailed in this change in operation till water situation in Bhima-Krishna basin improves.
In any case, as we understand, Tata Power is paying no
royalties for use and diversion of precious water from
Bhima-Krishna basin for generation of power and profits made therefrom?
Shri Ratan Tata, chairman of Tata Group promised in
his introductory remarks to the Water Booklet available
on TSG website: “Tata companies will measure their carbon footprint and will strive to: • Be the benchmark in
their segment of industry on the carbon footprint, for
their plants and operations. • Engage actively in climate
change advocacy and the shaping of regulations in different business sectors. • Incorporate ‘green’ perspective in
all key organisational processes.”
We hope TSG and Tata Power will indeed fulfill the promise given by Shri Ratan Tata and show that indeed they
incorporate green & just perspective & stop westward
diversion of water from Bhima-Krishna basin.
The Water booklet back cover appeals: “So join us in our

campaign to conserve this precious resource. Every drop
counts!” We are writing to you in the spirit of this appeal, indeed to save the many millions of drops of BhimaKrishna basin from going to Konkan and down to sea in
this hour of acute water scarcity in Maharashtra and
further down in Krishna basin.
We also hope TSG will remember Gandhiji’s famous
quote displayed on the back cover of Tata Water booklet:
“There is enough for everyone’s need but not enough for
everyone’s greed” & decide to recommend release of Tata
Dam water for the needs of the Bhima-Krishna basin.
We and people of Bhima-Krishna basin will eagerly look
forward to your, Tata Power’s and Tata Groups’ response
on this.
Thanking you,

Yours Sincerely,
From: Parineeta Dandekar (Pune) & Himanshu Thakkar
(Delhi), SANDRPparineeta.dandekar@gmail.com,
ht.sandrp@gmail.com
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The Damodar Valley Dams’ role in W Bengal Floods
As at least 222 blocks of 13 districts of South Bengal
suffered massive floods with over 51 lakh people affected
and crops on 5 lakh hectares ruined in the first week of
August 2015, questions have been raised if Damodar
Valley Corporation1 dams played a role in increasing this
flood disaster. Available information and the statements
of the DVC officials leave no doubt that DVC dams indeed released water into the rivers and these releases
worsened the flood situation in South Bengal. If DVC
had held back the water while cyclone Komen was
active in the region, bringing heavy rains, then the flood
intensity, its impact area and the flood duration could
have been reduced. The DVC operators should also have
kept in mind that this was high tide period when the
rivers’ capacity to drain out the water was significantly
lower in the delta area. The DVC dams had sufficient
storage capacity to hold this water during the period.
However, instead, DVC increased water releases from
the dams during the flood disaster.
DVC admission Damodar River has four major dams
in Jharkhand, which are under DVC: Tilaiya, Konar,
Maithon and Panchet Hills. The Maithon Dam on
Barakar, a major tributary of Damodar and the Panchet
Hill dam on Damodar, are just upstream of the point
where these rivers enter W Bengal2, so releases from
these dams would have direct impact on floods in W Bengal. The DVC has said in their defense3: “The combined
release (of these two days) on August 3 was 95,000 cusecs,
which is lower than the safe downstream channel carrying capacity of the Damodar river which is 1,10,000
cusecs.” This statement is an admission of DVC’s blunder. The DVC operators knew that downstream areas
were facing heavy rainfall during Aug 1-4, 2015
under the influence of Komen and that this was
also the high tide period. The river needed space to
drain out the excess rainwater. And yet DVC released
water equal to 86% capacity of the river as per their
admission! They have thus admitted the blunder.
They need not have released this water as Panchet

1

Hill and Maithon dams had sufficient capacity to store
this water which could have been released at a latter
date. On Aug 5, 2015, Maithon dam water level was 148.68
m, way below its flood cushion level of 150.88 m and
MWL of 151.79 m. Panchet Hill dam had water level of
128.28 m on Aug 5, 20154, when its flood cushion level is
132.5 m5.
DVC increased the releases during floods The
power generation at Maithon and Panchet Hill
dams went up from 1.81 Million Units on July 31, 2015
to 2.64 MU on Aug 3, 20156, is a 46% increase! Instead
of stopping water releases, DVC dams actually
INCREASED the water outflow by about 40% during floods in the downstream area. This was avoidable and this must have hugely contributed to the
floods in downstream W Bengal areas.
DVC claims that their dams have been regulated as per
the directions of the Damodar Valley Reservoir Regulation Committee, in consultation with Central Water Commission and that DVRRC members include Chief Engineer (Irrigation) of W Bengal. There is no information
about DVRRC functioning or even DVC dams functioning on DVC website or anywhere else. This need to be
corrected immediately and the information about operation of the DVC dams and functioning of DVRRC should
be in public domain on daily basis. The DVRRC and CWC
should be held accountable for the lapses in operation
during the current monsoon.
When W Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee said7
that “the flooding had worsened... because DVC released
water from its dams”, she seems correct. This is not the
first time that DVC operators have been guilty of such
blunders, but they have never been held accountable for
such mistakes. The DVC should be held accountable. The
WB CM also needs to hold the state Chief Engineer (Irrigation), member of DVRRC, accountable.
Himanshu Thakkar
(ht.sandrp@gmail.com), SANDRP

Under Union Ministry of Power

2

For a basin map with location of dams, see: http://sandrp.in/basin_maps/Hydro_Projects_on_Damodar_River.pdf

3

http://www.business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/water-from-maithon-panchet-dams-not-causing-floods-dvc-115080400994_1.html

4

As per flood forecasting website of Central Water Commission, see: http://www.india-water.gov.in/ffs/current-flood-forecast/, unfortunately, CWC does not archive its flood forecasts, so only current forecasts are available at any given time.

5

http://www.dvc.gov.in/dvcwebsite_new1/dams-barrages/

6

Based on Daily Power Supply Position reports on Eastern Regional Load Despatch Centre Website, see:
http://www.erldc.org/Daily_report.aspx?menusel=PSP

7

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/kolkata/Death-toll-rises-to-69-Mamata-blames-DVC-for-worsening-crisis/articleshow/
48337095.cms
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Uttarakhand Hydro Projects continues to impact two years
after the June 2013 disaster
In the last week of June 2015, there were widespread
rains in Uttarakhand, accompanied by warning by the
Dehradun Met Department. The pilgrimage to Kedarnath
and Badrinath were affected with massive landslides
damaging roads and bridges. But strangely there was
little news about the hydropower projects.

This is because the silt and boulders that have entered
the reservoir and tunnels of the VHEP are those that
have been left behind by the flood disaster of June 2013
in the upstream. And the VHEP’s wrong operation in
June 2013 is responsible for this, since the closed gates
of the dam during the disaster ensured that not only the
VHEP reservoir was filled up with the boulders, but a
Vishnuprayag HEP is shut down since June 26: As
large part of the debris reper the daily outage remained in the riverbed upports of the Northern
This is massive loss by any standards, but there is no stream. As a petition filed
Regional Load Despatch
in the National Green TriCentre, 1 indeed, the reporting of this anywhere in the media! The
bunal by MATU has conpower generation at the Vishnuprayag project authorities and the
tended, the VHEP au400 MW Vishnuprayag
thorities were actually
Uttarakhand
government
have
certainly
succeeded
hydropower project has
dumping the debris back
come to a halt at 11.30 in keeping this big news under wrap!
into the riverbed in the
hours on June 26, 2015
downstream after the
due to “silt and stone
June 2013 disaster, which would not only affect the river
deposited in River” as reported by NRLDC outage report
and its carrying capacity, it would invite disaster for fuof that date, later on changed to “Hydraulic mechanism
ture. The Vishnuprayag’s owners, JP Associates, are
of radial gate damaged”. The NRLDC website kept changlikely to be doing the same again. Unfortunately, NGT
ing the date when the project will come back on stream,
or MoEF or Uttarakhand govt did not take ANY steps to
the latest date, after about a dozen failed promises is:
deter the VHEP owners in 2013 from dumping the deSept 10, 2015. This stoppage means daily loss of at least
bris in the riverbed.
10 million units (MU) of power, now going on for about
75 days. This is massive loss by any standards, but there
While the Vishnuprayag developers are certainly sufferis no reporting of this anywhere in the media! The
ing due to their own blunders and will continue to suffer
Vishnuprayag project authorities and the Uttarakhand
in future too, the loss is also that the of the Alaknanda
government have certainly succeeded in keeping this big
and Ganga river and all those who use the river in varinews under wrap!
ous ways. The loss is also
that of Uttarakhand
Other HEPs also suf- While the Vishnuprayag developers are certainly sufpeople and the state. The
fered in North India:
fering due to their own blunders and will continue to whole exercise of keeping
The power generation of
the latest disaster at
UJVNL’s 13 hydro suffer in future too, the loss is also that the of the
Vishnuprayag under
projects with total capac- Alaknanda and Ganga river and all those who use
wraps may have the purity of 1284.85 MW had
pose of not intensifying
dropped to 10.5 MU on the river in various ways. The loss is also that of
the bad image that big
the same date, which was Uttarakhand people and the state.
hydro & JP Associates has
about half of the power
got recently, but that obthat these projects were
jective is unlikely to succeed even as the Uttarakhand
expected to generate. UJVNL power generation picked
and the Union Government keep trying to push more
back to normal in a couple of days.
hydropower projects in Alaknanda Baghirathi basin in
Why the impacts are most severe at Vishnuprayag
the ongoing case in Supreme Court2 and also elsewhere
While many other projects suffered the impacts of iniin Uttarakhand like in Yamuna basin3.
tial monsoon weeks in North India this year, the imHimanshu Thakkar, SANDRP
pacts are most prolonged and severe at Vishnuprayag.

1

http://nrldc.in/

2

https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2015/06/18/two-years-of-uttarakhand-flood-disaster-of-june-2013-why-is-state-centre-gambling-with-thehimalayas-the-ganga-lives-of-millions/

3

https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2015/07/09/yamuna-fighting-existential-battle-in-the-homeland-as-govt-speeds-up-construction-of-dams/
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Flawed Ken Betwa EIA & violations in Public Hearing: Letter to EAC
August 21, 2015
Respected Chairman and Members,

held for the project cannot be considered legal or adequate, and MoEF and EAC need to take a clear stand
on this.

The agenda for the Aug 24-25, 2015 meeting of EAC includes the proposal to consider
Environment Clearance for the
Ken Betwa River Link Project Union Ministry of Environment and Forests’ Expert
in Madhya Pradesh. In that conAppraisal Committee on River Valley Projects had on
text, we would like to raise folits agenda for it meeting on Aug 24-25, 2015, the
lowing concerns:

Public hearings in
India have remained a box to be
ticked marked and
there is absolutely
no sanctity of basic
norms to be followed in the public
hearings and the
EAC or MOEF has
not taken any
stand on this. We
urge the EAC to
urgently reject the
public hearings for
this project as inadequate and violation of legal norms
and ask for fresh

1. Inadequate Public Hear- Environment Clearance proposal for the Ken Betwa
ing involving violations of Inter Linking of River Proposal. This is the first ILR
legal norms: The Public hearing for the project held in last proposal that is coming for Environmental Clearance,
week December 2014 in Panna but as this letter endorsed by two former secretaries
and Chhattarpur districts in
of govt of India among others show, the EIA of the
Madhya Pradesh, had seen
large number of violations. The project is fundamentally flawed, incomplete and its
EIA was available online only public hearings involved numerous violations. Any
on the day of the second public
consultation, documents were in clearance to the project with such inadequate studies
English that villagers couldn’t would not only be wrong, but also legally untenable.
read, and mandatory advance
notices of the meetings weren’t
public consultation.
issued to the village administrations. Few people attend2. Inadequate EIA-EMP: A letter of Dec 22, 2014 from
ing the meetings knew what the project entailed. At one
one of us highlights a large number of fundamental inmeeting, political activists of the ruling party shouted
adequacies of the EIA-EMP done for the project by the
down anyone who raised an issue.
consultant Agricultural Finance Corporation of India2.
Through a letter dated Dec 22, 20141, some of us had
In fact, as a member of the Ministry of Water Resources
written to Mr BB Barman, EAC member secretary and
Expert Committee on Inter Linking of Projects, one of
also to the MP Pollution Control Board, listing the violaus had reviewed the EIA of this project in 2010, which is
tions involved. A PDF file containing that letter and realso included in the Dec 22, 2014 letter attached, since
lated issues is attached. It is clear from this that the PH
most of the inadequacies of the EIA found in
2010 continues to remain the inadequacies
of the current EIA before the EAC. We urge
the EAC to reject this flawed EIA-EMP and
ask for a fresh EIA-EMP to be done by a credible independent agency.
3. Inadequate assessment of Impact on
Panna Tiger Reserve: The EIA-EMP does
not seem to have understood or properly assessed the impact of the project on Panna
Tiger Reserve.
A. Given the stipulated FRL and MWL, the
submergence area estimation is clearly
an underestimate, EIA does not provide
the full basis for backwater impact either.
B. It also fails to take into account impact of
the project on the buffer zone of the Tiger Reserve. C. EIA also fails to recognise
the effect of the reservoir to effectively
18
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cut off further areas of the Park to the west, not to
mention the areas of Reserve and Protected forests beyond the boundary. These areas will also not
be available for the Tigers and other habitat.
D.

E.

F.

G.

Examination of their submergence map would indicate that effectively only around 390 sqkm2 of the
present 560 sqkm2 park will remain available for
the wildlife.
Since Scientists have already noted that Panna’s
small size is a factor in the long term survival of
tigers, to reduce the Park’s area by around 30%
would sound the tigers’ death knell.
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J.

There is no assessment of the impact of deforestion
due to the project on the hydrology of the river.

K.

EIA promotes sport fishing, prohibited in protected
areas, it seems the EIA agency or the developer
has no idea about the law of the land.

L.

The EIA actually claims that the reservoir would
benefit the park by preventing encroachments, provide drinking water for wild animals, the reservoir
will get rid of pollutants by sedimentation and entry of livestock! It shows the abjectly poor understanding of the EIA consultant.

M. When the project was put up before the Madhya
Pradesh state wildlife
The Forests to the
west are established When the project was put up before the Madhya Pradesh board (chaired by the
Chief Minister) on August
as important dispersal areas for the state wildlife board (chaired by the Chief Minister) on 11, 2015, there was
tigers of Panna. If August 11, 2015, there was strong opposition by the strong opposition by the
the dam goes ahead
members of the SWLB, and NWDA could not even an- members of the SWLB,
and NWDA could not
these will no longer
be available either swer the issues raised by the SWLB members. The EIA even answer the issues
as corridor or alter- has not understood or not bothered to understand the raised by the SWLB
members, see: http://
native breeding
habitats. The Wild- impact of the project on the Panna Tiger reserve.
www.hindustantimes.
life Department
com/bhopal/mp-govthave records that show that 50% of the breeding
seeks-clearance-from-wildlife-board-to-de-notifytigresses of Panna presently reside in the submerprime-tiger-habitat/article1-1378933.aspx, http://
gence area and the forests to the west that would
www.hindustantimes.com/bhopal/environmentalbe cut off by the proposed reservoir. As many as
concerns-force-deferment-of-decision-on-ken-betwafour male tigers have used this corridor for disriver-link-project/article1-1379047.aspx and http://
persal. There are no contiguous areas of tiger habitimesofindia.indiatimes. com/city/bhopal/If-Kentat that can compensate for this loss and the areas
Betwa-link-project-is-so-important-denotify-Pannabeing suggested as compensation are far from the
tiger-reserve-Wildlife-Board-tells-CM/articleshow/
Park’s boundaries; thus will be no/little mitigation
48491167.cms. In fact the EAC and the MoEF alfor the lack of breeding area for the Panna tiger
lowing pre construction activity inside the Panna
population.
Tiger Reserve through the TOR letter of Sept 15,
2014 was wrong since without Supreme Court perEIA mentions that “no operation and activity is promission, MoEF or EAC has no mandate to allow
posed in the Park area except the submergence.”
such activities inside protected areas.
Yet the dam is entirely within the National Park
and the proposal envisages a population of 6000 or
N. The Greater Gangau Dam reservoir will also make
so working for perhaps 12 years to create the
approach of the wildlife to the only perennial water
headworks & related works– all of whom will be in
source difficult due to the silt that gets deposited
or on the periphery of the Tiger Reserve and will
on the periphery of the reservoir. But the EIA has
have massive impacts.
no mention of this.

H.

EIA also claims that the waterbody will be a tourist
attraction and talk of tourist huts and water activities apparently unmindful of the illegality and detrimental effect this would cause on the Park.

I.

EIA notes that water bodies can affect animal movement but fails to properly assess or address the effect of the proposed reservoir that, with the downstream Gangau barrage submerged area included,
totally bifurcates the core critical tiger habitat of
the Panna Tiger Reserve.

Thus, the EIA has not understood or not bothered to
understand the impact of the project on the Panna Tiger
reserve.
4. Water availability figures manipulated and inadequate in EIA/ Feasibility Study As we had analysed
and shown in 2005 itself, the developer has indulged in
manipulations to prove that Ken is surplus river basin
and Betwa is deficit river basin, in reality, both are in
same condition and generally in water scarce condition,
see for details: http://sandrp.in/riverlinking/
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knbtwalink.pdf. Some issues regarding flawed water balance:
A. The most fundamental problem with the water balance study is that it does not take into account groundwater potential and use in the relevant basins.
B. Moreover, the water
balance also does not
look at rainwater as a
resource and potential
of rainwater harvesting before deciding if
there is really any
deficit or surplus.
C. That there seems to
be no allocation for
the environment flow
requirements in the
river downstream
from the proposed
dam.
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sin is cultivable and 55.47% of cultivable area here is
to be irrigated by 2025. The % cultivable area to be
irrigated is highest for Upper Betwa sub basin among
all the sub basins in Betwa basin. Contrast these with
the figures for Upper Ken Basin: 46.26% of geographical area is cultivable and 42.91% of cultivable area is
to be irrigated by 2025.
G.
It is assumed
that by 2025, 87.45% of
cultivable area of Lower
Ken sub basin will be irrigated, while only
37.05% of cultivable land
in Vearma basin will be
irrigated. This clearly
shows that the projections are to provide more
irrigation to already
highly irrigated areas,
and
starve
the
unirrigated areas. This difference becomes even more
alarming when we consider the fact that over 77% of
geographical area in Lower Ken basin is considered
cultivable, whereas the figure for Vearma basin is just
around 47%.

It is clear that NWDA has refrained from giving correct data and has in fact tended to give biased information, made unjustified assumptions, giving rise to
a suspicion that the figures are manipulated to justify an otherwise unjustifiable project. This is true for
many aspects, but most importantly so in case of hydrological figures, putting question mark over the
justification of the project.

D. While calculating surplus in Ken basin, the assumption is that every Ha irrigated will need 5327 cubic m
water. This is very low compared to the requirement
assumed at 6157 cubic m per Ha assumed in case of
Betwa basin. No reason is given for this huge 16%
H. The Study mentions in the Betwa basin water baldifference. However, if we look at the fact that whole
ance that some 3854.5 MCM is to be exported from
attempt is to show that Ken is water surplus basin
the Betwa basin. No information is given what is this
and Betwa is water deficit basin, the rationale behind
about, from where and to where and what for this
such assumptions becomes clear. By assuming low
export is. The moot point is that if Betwa basin were
water requirement in Ken basin, one can show surnot to export this amount of water, it would in fact be
plus water availability and by showing higher water
a surplus basin.
requirement in Betwa
I.
Moreover, if we
basin, one can show
look at the water allocaAs
the
collector
of
Panna
district
noted
in
2005
itself,
higher deficit in
tion and area to be irriBetwa basin and thus if the 19633 sq km catchment of the Ken river upgated in KBLP, we find
try to justify a link
that water allocation is
stream
of
the
proposed
Daudhan
dam
(comprising
project that otherwise
has no justification.
areas of eight districts: Panna, Chhatarpur, Sagar, 5189 to 5275 cubic m for
every Ha to be irrigated
E. This is further exem- Damoh, Satna, Narsinghpur, Katni, and Raisen) were under KBLP. It is a mysplified by the fact that to use the local water options optimally, then there tery that if the Betwa ba67.88% of geographisin water balance ascal area in Betwa is will not be any surplus seen in Ken river at the sumes irrigation requireshown to be culti- Daudhan dam site and by going ahead with the Ken ment of 6157 cubic m per
vable, the figure for
Ha of irrigation provided,
Ken basin is much Betwa Link without exhausting the water use poten- than why is just about
lower at 57.08%.
tial of Ken catchment, which is predominantly a tribal 20% less water allocated
for area irrigated by link
F. About 85% of the so- area, the government is planning to keep this area
canals in the same Betwa
called water deficit in permanently backward.
basin?
the Betwa basin is
seen in the Upper
5. Impact on upstream
Betwa basin, where water from Ken Betwa link cantribal area of Damoh, Panna and other districts:
not be taken. This deficit has been made possible by
One of the reaons why Ken is seen to have surplus wathe assumption that 65.05% of Upper Betwa sub-bater is because there has been minimal or non existence
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water resources development in the the upstream areas
ment of downstream impacts. Water flow rate changes,
of Damoh, Panna, Sagar and others. If there were adwater temperature changes, change in amount of sediequate water resources development in these areas, than
ment, changes in nutrients, oxygen levels, change in
Ken basin would not be seen to have any surplus water.
biota flow, change in groundwater recharge, etc are all
It is feared that once Ken Betwa link is built, the uppossible effects of dam construction but none have been
stream areas are desevaluated or considered
tined
to
remain EIA says there will be no change in downstream re- in this EIA.
permanantly backward,
The areas of Panna and
and they will not be al- gime: “no change in the regime of Ken River due to
Chhatarpur districts that
lowed the develop any Daudhan dam is anticipated”. Elsewhere it says, “The
lie downstream of the
water resources developdam are some of the
proposed
construction
of
Daudhan
dam
and
diverment even at local level,
poorest in central India.
3
under the pertext that sion of 1074 m water from the river Ken to Betwa
The effect on the ground
such water resources de- would reduce wetted perimeter, river depth in the river
water and the river eco
velopment will render
system services on which
Ken Betwa link unviable. Ken below Daudhan dam.” But either way there is no
these communities deSuch fear is strenghted assessment of downstream impacts.
pend has not even been
when the feasibility reassessed.
port suggests (p 17) an
GEM of the EIA: Project canals will help fish miagreement between UP and MP that MP will not use
gration and provide a short cut for fish! This is
more water in these areas than what has been allocated
indeed a GEM from the EIA. It says: “Interlinking of
for it in the water balance.
these basins through link canal will facilitate rapid miAs the collector of Panna district noted in 2005 itself3, if
gration of the fish easier... The fish has a tendency to
the 19633 sq km catchment of the Ken river upstream of
migrate upstream. The inter linking of rivers provide
the proposed Daudhan dam (comprising areas of eight
another route for fish migration from Yamuna to Betwa
districts: Panna, Chhatarpur, Sagar, Damoh, Satna,
and ultimately from Betwa to Ken. Further, the distance
Narsinghpur, Katni, and Raisen) were to use the local
from Duadhan dam to the place of confluence of Ken
water options optimally, then there will not be any surwith Yamuna is longer as compared to the distance from
plus seen in Ken river at the Daudhan dam site and by
the place of confluence of Betwa with Yamuna and
going ahead with the Ken Betwa Link without exhaustDaudhan dam through link canal. Thus, this route will
ing the water use potenfacilitate rapid migratial of Ken catchment,
tion of fish.” This shows
which is predominantly a This is indeed a GEM from the EIA. It says:
shocking ecological illittribal area, the govern- “Interlinking of these basins through link canal will
eracy of the EIA consultment is planning to keep
ants. This para not only
facilitate
rapid
migration
of
the
fish
easier...
The
fish
this area permanently
has a tendency to migrate upstream. The inter link- shows how poor is their
backward.
understanding of fish,
We have copies of some of ing of rivers provide another route for fish migration rivers and ecosystems,
that correspondence and from Yamuna to Betwa and ultimately from Betwa to it also shows by AFCL
would be happy to provide
should be blacklisted
copies to EAC the same. Ken. Further, the distance from Duadhan dam to the from doing any EIAs.
6. Impact on Down- place of confluence of Ken with Yamuna is longer as EIA LIES: Endanstream River and Fish- compared to the distance from the place of confluence gered and vulnerable
eries not assessed: The
in Ken Basin
of Betwa with Yamuna and Daudhan dam through species
EIA says there will be no
find no mention in
change in downstream re- link canal. Thus, this route will facilitate rapid mi- EIA EIA says: None of
gime: “no change in the gration of fish.” This shows shocking ecological illit- the species of aquatic
regime of Ken River due
plants comes either unto Daudhan dam is antici- eracy of the EIA consultants.
der rare or endangered
pated”. Elsewhere it says,
or endemic or threat“The proposed construction of Daudhan dam and diverened categories (REET). This is complete lie, since the
sion of 1074 m3 water from the river Ken to Betwa would
following paper by KD Joshi and BK Biswas of CIFRI
reduce wetted perimeter, river depth in the river Ken
(Central Inland Fisheries Research Institute says that
below Daudhan dam.” But either way there is no assessthe Ken river has at least 4 endangered and 9 vulner21
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able species. The EIA is also completely silent about the
8. Alternatives not assessed: There is sufficient eviexistence of Ken Ghariyal Sanctuary in the downstream
dence (for details, see: http://sandrp.in/riverlinking/
area, which will be deknbtwalink.pdf) that sugstroyed due to the The EIA says: None of the species of aquatic plants comes gests that existing infraproject.
structure in the two baeither under rare or endangered or endemic or threat- sins is not used to its optiCIFRI paper of 2010
ened categories (REET). This is complete lie, since the mum levels. There is huge
said there are 4 enscope for achieving more
dangered and 9 vul- following paper by KD Joshi and BK Biswas of CIFRI
irrigation, water supply,
nerable fish species (Central Inland Fisheries Research Institute says that
power and flood managein Ken River According
the Ken river has at least 4 endangered and 9 vulner- ment benefits from existto a paper by K. D. Joshi
ing infrastructure. Moreand B. K. Biswas pub- able species. The EIA is also completely silent about the
over, there is also big
lished in J of Inland existence of Ken Ghariyal Sanctuary in the downstream
scope for local options in
Fisheries Society of Inarea, which will be destroyed due to the project.
terms of rainwater hardia (42(2): 25-31, 2010)
vesting, groundwater retitled Piscine Diversity
charge, groundwater use, watershed management, betand Fisheries in the River Ken, proposed for the Interter cropping pattern and technique and so on. In fact
River Linking, “53 fish species classified under 40 gensuch options would be the best way to increase the emera, 19 families and 7 orders. Out of these, 51 species
ployment and growth potential in the two basins.
are native and 2 exotic. The river comprises some highly
Bundelkhand is known for its rich tradition of local waimportant threatened species including 4 endangered and
ter systems of tanks and others. However, the EIA or
9 vulnerable species… The fish species available in the
the link proposal does not do any credible options asriver has immense economic importance”.
sessment.
Endangered species include: Tor tor (Mahseer), Chitala
9. TORs not fulfilled: The EIA does not fulfil a large
chitala, Eutropiichthys vacha, Ompok pabda.
number of basic requirements, including comprehensive
Vulnerable (VU) species: 1. Gonialosa manmina 2. Catla
social impact assessment, downstream impact assesscatla 3. Puntius sarana sarana 4. Rhinomugil corsula 5.
ment, options assessment, Command area impacts,
Mystus bleekeri 6. Clarias batrachus 7. Heteropneustes
among others.
fossilis 8. Clupisoma garua 9. Bagarius bagarius
10. Command area impacts not assessed adThe paper concludes that
equately: The micro and
the proposed Ken Betwa There is sufficient evidence that suggests that water macro drainage issues relink project will have
lated to command area
“Deleterious impacts on existing infrastructure in the two basins is not used to impacts have not been
piscine diversity and fish- its optimum levels. There is huge scope for achieving assessed, including need
ery may occur down- more irrigation, water supply, power and flood man- for cross drainage and adstream to the Daudhan
ditional driange requiredam site in the river Ken, agement benefits from existing infrastructure. More- ments. Health impacts of
as a result of the deple- over, there is also big scope for local options in terms of additional water in the
tion in breeding and feed- rainwater harvesting, groundwater recharge, ground- command area has also
ing grounds and hiding
not been assessed, nor
sites of the fishes. This water use, watershed management, better cropping has the possibilities of
could be due to reduction pattern and SRI technique and so on. In fact such op- water logging and
in flow as a result of di- tions would be the best way to increase the employment salinisation properly asversion of the water to
sessed.
the Ken-Betwa link.” The and growth potential in the two basins. Bundelkhand
11. Impact of climate
EIA has no word on this. is known for its rich tradition of local water systems of
change and impact of
7. Impact of project on tanks and others. However, the EIA or the link pro- project on the adaptaGanga not assessed: posal does not do any credible options assessment.
tion capacity of the
The Ken is an important
area and people not
tributary of the Yamuna and thus the Ganges river. Reconsidered: We are already facing the impacts of cliducing the amount of water & sediment that flows to
mate change as can be seen from the irregualr monsoon
the Ganges could have deleterious effect on areas well
rainfall, increased frequencey of droughts and floods
beyond the Ken’s project area. The EIA does not assess
among others. In such a situation, undertaking a major
these impacts.
intervention like the KBLP needs to be fully assessed as
22
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to how it will perform in
breeding grounds for any
changing climate. It also The Ken is an important tributary of the Yamuna and of the REET within the
needs to be assessed as to thus the Ganges river. Reducing the amount of water project area.” If they had
how the project will affect
& sediment that flows to the Ganges could have del- really done “extensive
the adaptation capacity of
survey” as they claim, it
the people and the area eterious effect on areas well beyond the Ken’s project should have shown them
in changing climate, area. The EIA does not assess these impacts.
otherwise. There are vulsince the proejct is going
ture nesting sites and tito have major adverse
ger breeding areas to
impact in terms of deforestation, damming, drying up of
name but two of very many more as would be exriver, destruction of biodiversity among many others.
pected within one of the country’s prime protected
But the EIA does not do any of these assessments. We
area.
have been seeing that when we raise these issues, the
13. Impact on vulture habitat not assessed: Panna
EIA consultants tend to say that but this was not in the
Tiger Reserve, including the area that is going to be subTOR. This should not be considered adequate response
merged by the Daudhan Reservoir is known to be rich
on such serious issues. In stead, MoEF and EAC should
habitat for several of the rare and endangered species of
include these in all TORs and also in the model TOR.
the vultures, as it clear from the annual vulture census
12. Flawed biodiversity impact assessment:
that has been undertaken for several years. We have
seen these surveys and would be happy to share it with
1. EIA contains details of species not found within
EAC. Unfortunately, the EIA agency does not even propseveral hundred kilometres of this area both of
erly mention this aspect. This shows how poor is their
flora and fauna e.g. sal trees listed as 3260 in subbaseline survey.
mergence area; sangai, brow-antlered deer (mentioned in Annex
14. No E-flows assessV.26) sighted in the
ment: As part of any
project area (only EIA contains details of species not found within sev- credible EIA for a major
found in Manipur); eral hundred kilometres of this area both of flora and dam project, assessment
slow loris from the
fauna e.g. sal trees listed as 3260 in submergence area; of environment flow is
northeast; slender
considered standard reloris from south sangai, a deer sighted in the project area (only found quirement. However, the
India; and brown in Manipur); slow loris from the northeast; slender EIA does not do any such
palm civet, enloris from south India; and brown palm civet, endemic assessment and just asdemic to the wet
sumes 6 cumecs (20% of
forests of south In- to the wet forests of south India.
lean season flow) as lean
dia.
season releases, but
there is no assessment of the E-flow requirement for all
2. Fails to mention published information regarding
the seasons and all the various needs and services that
rare fish species in the river. No ecological underthe river fulfils.
standing of the effect of dam on aquatic regime
and fish migration.
15. No disaster impact assessment: It is well known
that such major in3. The
EIA
terventions like the
notes a numproposed project has
ber of REET
huge impact on di(rare, endansaster potential of
gered and
the year, and as
threatened)
NIDM and others
species in the
have
recomarea and that
mended, the disasthe submerter impact assessgence of at
ment of the area
2
least 41 km
should have been
forms a part
included in the EIA
of their habialong with how the
tat but then
project will change
say “There
Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister releasing the book on
the disaster potenare no known
Vultures in Panna Tiger Reserve, on Aug 11, 2015
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tial in the area, but no
should not consider the
such assessment has Panna Tiger Reserve, including the area that is go- project.
been included.
ing to be submerged by the Daudhan Reservoir is 19. Absence of credible
16. No implementation known to be rich habitat for several of the rare and submergence figures
agreement with Uttar endangered species of the vultures, as it clear from The EIA has hugely rePradesh It is well
duced the area to be afknown that Ken Betwa the annual vulture census that has been undertaken fected in Panna Tiger
link proposal is an inter- for several years. Unfortunately, the EIA agency does Reserve and in the surstate proposal between not even properly mention this aspect. This shows how rounding forests comMadhya Pradesh and
pared to the figures given
Uttar Pradesh. An MOU poor is their baseline survey.
in the Feasibility report
was signed on Aug 25,
of the project, without
2005, almost exactly a decade before the EAC is now
any explanation. Well known conservation expert
considering the EC for the project, signed by UP, MP
Kishore Rithe, in his article in December 2014 issue of
and MoWR. However, that MOU was only for preparing
Sanctuary Asia Magazine has raised doubts about these
DPR (Detailed Project Report). The next stage of the
figures and has suggested that much larger area will be
process, after finalization of the mutually acceptable DPR
destroyed by the prject than what is stated in the EIA.
is implementation agreement. However, neither a muHe has also said that the EIA does not take into account
tually satisfactory DPR has been finalised, nor is the
the biodiversity that will be destroyed in the forest beimplementation agreement signed a decade after MOU
cause of the project. Using strong (& justified) words, he
for DPR was signed. There is no point in considering a
has said this is assassination of wildlife, to help the conproject for EC when the
tractors.
participating states have
As part of any credible EIA for a major dam project, 20. Other shortcomnot agreed to implemenassessment of environment flow is considered stan- ings The EIA has many
tation of the project.
other short comings,
17. Parts of the project dard requirement. However, the EIA does not do any some of them are listed
are coming for EC in such assessment and just assumes 6 cumecs (20% of here:
violation of norms It is lean season flow) as lean season releases, but there is
A.
Biased EIA In
established norm that
the very second parano
assessment
of
the
E-flow
requirement
for
all
the
full project should come
graph of the EIA Execufor clearance, but what is seasons and all the various needs and services that
tive summary, it is stated,
now before the EAC is the river fulfils.
referring to NWDA studonly a part of the full Ken
ies, “These studies estabBetwa link proposal.
lished that Betwa is a water short basin”. But an EIA
Other parts of the proposal including those in the Upper
is not supposed to uncritically accept such assertions
Betwa basin has not been included in the proposal and
or assumption of the developer. In fact the EIA acEAC should not consider part proposals.
cepts this as gospel truth without critically examin18. No Cumulative Impact Assessment Both Ken and
ing it.
Betwa basins have large number of existing and apB. Incomplete EIA The EIA does not even have a
proved/ under construction projects. Hence as per even
project layout map, sections like biodiversity impact
MoEF office order of May 28, 2013, before considering
assessment,
EC for any
hydrological
new project,
viability asthere should
sessment, the
be a cumulaadditional
tive impact asgreen house
sessment and
gas emissions
carrying capacdue to the
ity study, but
project, in addithis has not
tion to others
been done for
mentioned
either Ken or
above.
Betwa basins
A fabulous view of Ken river. Nesting sites of Long-billed vultures are to the right.
C.
E I A
and
hence
All
will
go
under
water
if
Ken-Betwa
linkup
is
carried
out
Photo
by:
AJT
Johnsingh
MoEF or EAC
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makes wrong claims The EIA claims in very secbecomes 7224! Elsewhere the EIA says: “Therefore it
ond paragraph: “The scope of EIA studies inter-alia
is only 806 project affected families and there are no
does not include water balance studies.” This is a
other affected families in the project affected villages.”
wrong claim since waThis not only shows conter balance study of
An MOU was signed on Aug 25, 2005, almost exactly tradictions but absolute
the Ken Betwa links
callousness of the EIA
establishes the hydro- a decade before the EAC is now considering the EC agency.
logical viability of the for the project, signed by UP, MP and MoWR. HowG. EIA says minimum
project and by not goagriculture wage is Rs
ever,
that
MOU
was
only
for
preparing
DPR
(Detailed
ing into the water bal64/-! The EIA says all the
ance study, the EIA Project Report). The next stage of the process, after
entitlement has been ashas failed to establish
finalization of the mutually acceptable DPR is imple- sessed based on agriculhydrological viability
mentation agreement. However, neither a mutually ture wage rate or Rs 64/of the project.
of 2006-07! This is when
D. Incomplete EMP satisfactory DPR has been finalised, nor is the imple- the minimum agriculThe Environment mentation agreement signed a decade after MOU for tural wage rates for unManagement Plan
skilled labourers w.e.f.
(EMP) in the EIA is DPR was signed. There is no point in considering a 01.04.2014 is Rs 1934,
incomplete: It does project for EC when the participating states have not more than three times
not include environthe rate assumed by EIA
agreed to implementation of the project.
ment flow assessagency!
ment, muck disposal
H.
Joke of Land
plan, compensatory afforestation plan, Compensatory
for Land by providing 5% of acquired land EIA
land allocation for destruction of Panna Tiger Reserve,
says that total of 6423 ha of revenue land is acquired
habitat improvement plan for the balance part of PTR,
and it is proposed to provide land for land to ST and
REET species plan, upstream (of Daudhan Dam) waSC families. Than it says for this purpose, a total of
ter development impacts/ management plan, down358 ha of land will be required! This comes to 5.57%
stream impacts management, to mention only a few.
of acquired land and the EIA consultant says this is
E. Outdated R&R Plan norms R&R (Resettlement
sufficient for providing land for land! This is clearly a
and Rehabilitation) plan has been prepared based on
cruel joke on the ST and SC families and shows how
norms of National
great an impoverishment
R&R Policy of 2007 Both Ken and Betwa basins have large number of ex- programme this project
and MP R&R policy of
is.
2002, but both are out- isting and approved/ under construction projects.
I.
Social & Envidated in Aug 2015 Hence as per even MoEF office order of May 28, 2013,
ronmental impacts of
where the applicable
before considering EC for any new project, there backwater effect not
norms are based on
assessed EIA says that
The Right to Fair should be a cumulative impact assessment and car956 ha of land will be afCompensation and
rying capacity study, but this has not been done for fected due to back water
Transparency in Land
impact, but there is no
Acquisition, Rehabili- either Ken or Betwa basins and hence MoEF or EAC
social and environmental
tation and Resettle- should not consider the project.
impact assessment of the
ment Act, 2013. Thus
back water impacts.
the whole R&R plan is
J. Poor track record of AFCL as EIA agency For
completely outdated and will need fresh assessment
example, the minutes of the minutes of the meeting
starting from Social Impact Assessment. The whole
of the Expert Appraisal Committee of the MoEF&CC
EIA has no mention of settlement of rights under Forfor River Valley Projects, held on Oct 15, 2007 said
est Rights Act. Thus the whole social impact and R&R
that the EIA report for the Tipaimukh done by AFCL
section is outdated, incomplete and under estimated
(even after several revisions spread over several
and hence unacceptable.
years) “The revised EIA report incorporating the above
F. Fundamental contradictions in R&R figures EIA
mentioned information was considered by the comsays that 1585 families will be affected by the Daudhan
mittee in its meeting held on 15th October 2007. AfReservoir. In next para, this becomes population of
ter careful examination of the report, the committee
1585! Later, the population affected by the reservoir
was of the opinion that the report has been prepared
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In conclusion:
1. This project is based on false
premises and its impact has been
inadequately assessed. The Hydrological basis of the project is flawed.
2. No options assessment been
done.
3. The EIA is grossly inadequate
as described above and fresh EIA
is required by a credible agency
other than AFCL.
4. EIA does not assess the damage,
to a large portion of the population
who are presently dependent on
the Ken River, Panna Tiger Reserve, not does it value the river
or the Panna Tiger Reserve.
5. The project throws the longterm sustainability of Panna Tiger
Reserve into severe jeopardy. This
Newspaper report of Dec 24, 2014 with headlines mentioning the opposition at the public hearing in turn will undermine the local
tourism industry and all those who
haphazardly…As such the data reported (flora and
depend on this for employment, but there is no assessfauna) is of little value… No fresh study (on wament of all this.
ter quality) has been undertaken… No mention
6. The Public hearings involved many violatons as I have
has been made about as to how many water bodies
myself witnessed.
(ponds, lakes, Jheels, springs, etc.) are going to be
submerged by the dam and what type of flora and
Under the circumstances, EAC and MoEF should not
fauna available there… The Biodiversity Management
recommend clearance to the project, reject the flawed
Plan as well as Fishery Management Plan are not
EIA and ask for fresh EIA, and reprimand NWDA for the
up to the mark. Separate plan for rehabilitating the
violations in the PH.
riverine species should be done. Fishery Management
•
Himanshu Thakkar (ht.sandrp@gmail.com), South
Plan does not say anything as to how measures will
Asia
Network on Dams, Rivers & People, Delhi
be taken for the conservation of the fish fauna occur•
EAS Sarma (eassarma@gmail.com), Former Secrering in the region. Instead, it talks about cultivation
tary, Government of India, Visakhapatnam
of economically important fish… Plan for the
Biodiversity Management also needs significant im•
Ramaswamy R Iyer (ramaswamy.iyer@gmail.com),
provement. IVI should be calculated for dominant
Former Secretary, Government of India, Delhi
species. Nothing has been said about the reha•
Dr Bharat Jhunjhunwala (bharatjj@gmail.com),
bilitation of mahseer (and similar other speFormerly Prof, IIM Bangalore, Uttarakhand.
cies), in spite of its endangered nature. The Fi•
Tarun Nair (tarunnair1982@gmail.com), http://
nancial outlay for both the plans has been prepared
www.rwcindia.org/alumni-profiles/batch-08-10/
just as an eye wash and need thorough revision
tarun-nair/, Member: Crocodile Specialist Group,
and enhancement of at least ten to fifteen times. The
International Union for Conservation of Nature –
Biodiversity Management Plan is also having very
Species Survival Commission (IUCN – SSC).
small financial outlay. This also needs significant en•
Vimal Bhai (bhaivimal@gmail.com), Matu
hancement.” (Emphasis added.)
Jansangathan, Uttarakhand
1

https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2014/12/20/violations-in-ken-betwa-riverlink-public-hearings-in-last-week-of-2014/

2

https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2014/12/21/why-ken-betwa-eia-by-afcl-is-unacceptable/

3

http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/madhyapradesh/mp-pays-the-price-but-up-to-corner-benefits-of-river-linking-project/article1-1261741.aspx

4

http://clc.gov.in/estb/pdf/miniwage2.pdf
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Yamuna’s future in limbo in its homeland
Contrary to common mindset an exploratory visit inside
Yamuna Valley finds ongoing and proposed dams, hydro
power and road extension projects are severely compromising the existence of River Yamuna in its very homeland. It was also found out that downstream community
is unaware of environmental flows and the project developers are tight lipped on cumulative impacts of these
projects. Moreover expansion of road networks is dumping tonnes of debris into river further lifting up the already escalated riverbed. The perennial natural springs
are gradually drying up in the area. Impact of all these
projects and activities on River Yamuna and riparian
community still remains unstudied and unaddressed.
Vyasi Hydro Electric Project (VHEP) Work on 120
MW VHEP project is going on at Hathiyari, Dehradun.
Giant machines, hundreds of labour are seen drilling the
hills relentlessly to complete 3 KM long tunnel of Runof-the-River project. The muck of tunnel is being dumped
by the river, and remaining debris in large amount is
being pushed down the slope. A board cautions passerby
to stay alert. The mouth of the giant tunnel is located at
Juddo where construction work of diversion head is being carried out round the clock.

Uttarakhand Jal Vidhyut Nigam Ltd is dead silent over
the issue. The affected river stretch provides favourable
habitat to famous Mahaseer (a very important fish species). Kuldeep Tomar another member of YSS reported
that June 2013 floods have filled up deep pools of river
and the project will further destroy the remaining
Mahaseer habitats.
Muck dumping and Landslips rampant in Yamuna
basin The muck dump of VHEP tunnel is left unattended
for last 2 decades at Hathiyari. The road stretch from
Hathiyari to Juddo damaged in 2010 floods has not been
fully repaired till today. There is massive sliding happening right opposite side of Juddo, on the Lakhwar Dam
site and at dozens of locations in close proximity. Yamuna
riverbed has risen up notably since June 2013. Trees
sunk about 10 feet deep in Yamuna silt near Maror confirm this. According Sardar Singh Tomar, President YSS
the riverbed level is increasing with each annual flood
post 2010. Everyday several hundred tons of rocks, debris and soils are pushed down the steep slope from NH
123 widening upstream of VHEP and Lakhwar Dam.
Moreover soon entire stretch of NH 123 right from
Nainbagg to Janaki Chatti will be widened from single
to double lane to boost tourism.

Lakhwar Dam and Katapathar Barrage The site of
300 MW multipurpose Lakhwar dam is located hardly 5
In conclusion Degraded badly in mainland, Holy
KM upstream of Juddo.
Yamuna’s plight is no betThe biggest dam on Native steams fast drying up The natural springs and ter in its homeland. The
Yamuna River with
river is under tremendous
small founder basin was small tributaries that feed the Yamuna river in the stress as construction of
recently approved by locality are gradually drying up. Locals confirm that VHEP, Lakhwar Dam and
Uttarakhand cabinet.
Katapathar Barrage will
Once built, the mam- there are over half a dozen tributaries perennial ear- imprison more than 50
moth reservoir of the lier have turned seasonal and hardly meeting KM stretch of roaring
dam will inundate dozens
Yamuna in tunnels and
Yamuna during lean months.
of upstream villages.
behind barrages and resS u b s e q u e n t l y
ervoirs as a static water
Katapathar Barrage will come up 2 KM downstream of
pool. Rampant muck dumping, land slips and unchecked
VEHP power station. Once built, these projects will swalsoil erosion will magnify the disaster potential in Yamuna
low up nearly 1/3 of its total length of Yamuna in
basin similar to Kedarnath aftermath. Concerned govt.
Uttarakhand.
agencies and project developers have totally failed to factor in the very important issue. The gradual disappearEnvironmental and Rehabilitation Issues Remain
ance of natural streams is indicating that we must reUnaddressed Though locals are aware of money sancvive Yamuna with catchment restoration rather than
tioned for the project, they have no information on envidestroying it irreversibly by damming, barraging and
ronmental flow to be maintained downstream of VHEP
tunnelling it in its very home.
and Lakhwar dam or about the Environment Impact
Assessment or Environment Management Plan. “River
Bhim Singh Rawat,
is lost” said Yashpal Thakur, member of Yamuna
SANDRP (we4earth@gmail.com)
Swachata Samiti (YSS) a local environmental group. He
(Full Story: https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2015/07/
reveals that rehabilitation of displaced locals has not
09/yamuna-fighting-existential-battle-in-the-homelandbeen done as yet against the land acquired in 1990s.
as-govt-speeds-up-construction-of-dams/)
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Kharadi in Yamuna Basin: When Small
Hydro unleashes big destruction
Kharadi is a small marketplace divided into three parts
(Upper, Middle and Lower Kharadi) 35 KM before
Yamnotri shrine in Uttarkashi district of Uttarakhand.
Bestowed with natural beauty the place still cherishes
disappearing Pahari culture and hardships of hill life.
Notably, the word Kharadi itself is derived from ‘Kharad’
a traditional skill of harnessing kinetic energy of water
to produce wooden products. With boom in annual ‘Char
Dham’ pilgrimage, Kharadi rose to fame and prosperity
in a decade and fell to ruins in just few hours on 16 June
2013 all because of the 8 MW Gangani Small Hydro
Project (GSHP).

slips have taken place during and after setting up 3 KM
long pipeline. Several pipe pieces fell down into Yamuna
in 2010 floods causing panic among locals. At that time
villagers did not know the name of the project developer
and addressed it as Noida Company or Delhi Company.
In August 2012, a cloud burst in Asiganga catchment led
to flash floods in Yamuna River, causing damage to upper Kharadi including GSHP diversion head, pipeline and
under-construction power station. No lesson was learnt
from the Aug 2012 incident. In 2013 the bigger calamity
struck the valley. On the night of 16 June 2013 Yamuna
River, loaded enormously with boulders, rocks, silt was
obstructed by GSHP diversion head for sometime. When
the water overflowed from the
dam and struck
Kharadi, all
hell
broke
loose. The flood
released was
the most destructive in recorded history
in Yamuna valley.

GSHP mired in controversies since the beginning
Construction of
GSHP started
amid mixed reactions from locals in 2007.
From the day
one, villagers
pointed out
that the diversion head of
GSHP project
was squatting
on seismically
active zone.
Road construction to Kishala
village located
Map based on Google Image showing the places mentioned in this article

June
2013
flood leaves a
Long Trail of
Destruction
Nearly 50 big

List of places shown in above map:
1. Kishala Village
2. Land slide dammed Yamuna
in 1990s. Diversion of NH
route
3. Khanera Village
4. Kishala land slide
5. GSHP Diversion head
6. Crematorium

7. More than 50 hotels washed away from
this location in June 2013 flash flood
8. Syalana Khad

14 Motor bridge damaged in June
2013

9. Foot bridge-1 washed away in June ‘13

15. GSHP Power Station

10. Govt. Inter College (GIC) Kharadi

16. Footbridge-2 damaged in Jun-13

11. 3 KM GSHP pipeline causing landslides
(the red lines shows the path of the
pipeline and it is causing landslides all
along this path

17. Badyar SHP on Badiyar River

uphill at diversion head had provoked fresh landslides.
But project developers appeared to knowingly downplay
such warnings. Villages also complained of axing 100s of
trees without any permission to lay down the 3 KM long
project pipeline. Many farmlands belonging to Than village were left with machine ravaged and silt laden by
the company without any compensation. Several land
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12. & 13. Than and Nagangaon

18. Gangani Shrine

hotels perched on left bank in upper Kharadi were
washed away. Two foot bridges connecting several villagers to middle Kharadi and Gangani shrine, one motor bridge leading to Than and Nagangaon were also
blown away as the pipeline burst and eroded the left
bank adjoining to bridge. Countless giant pipes fell down
and were badly damaged and some washed way in flood.
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Power Station of
plain of unfair
the GSHP was
compensation
filled with silt
by State Govt.
and turbines sufGSHP generatfered severe
ing newer isdamages. GSHP
sues and even
suffered finanbigger threats
cial losses runfor Kharadi
ning into crores.
Hardly being in
The owner could
operation for a
not dare to reyear, several pilinvest, repair
lars of 3KM long
and restart the
pipeline have
remaining constarted wearing
struction work
out at many
for many months
places. The emto come. Two
bankment wall
rooms of Govt.
right next to spill
Inter College
over canal is suf(GIC) Kharadi
fering erosion
Land erosion next to GSHP spill over (all photos and maps by author)
situated on left
and could fall
bank of lower
any moment. Many potential landslips have begun peepKharadi were also badly damaged. All these places are
ing out along the pipeline path. At many places the pipemarked on the map above.
line has been squeezed by rock debris falling from hill
Kharadi as in June 2015; Scars of June 2013 destrucside. Locals also feel cheated as they are neither getting
tion left unhealed Even two years after the flood diemployment nor electricity from the project.
saster, the wounds of June 2013 destruction are still lyGSHP playing havoc with Yamuna flow; Local dising afresh all through the Kharadi. Unprecedented flash
sent rising In the month of April, May and June 2015
flood in Syalana Khad in August 2014 has added to the
most of the water was diverted in pipeline. GSHP divermassive tally of destruction. Two foot and one road
sion head is working like a dam which diverts maximum
bridges are lying unrepaired making several villages inflow towards diversion gates. According Ramesh Rana,
accessible for last two full years. Only one single ropeheadman of Kishala village, the crematorium of Kishala
way is installed to connect more than 1000 villagers to
and Khanera vilKharadi which
lages is 200
native people spemeters downcially older and
stream from the
women find diffiproject diversion
cult to use thus
head. There are
increasing their
occasions when
hardships.
villagers find no
J a g m o h a n
water in river to
Bartwal, Presiperform even
dent of Yamnotri
last rites of dead
Sewa Samiti,
villagers. Locals
Kharadi says
also complain
that with school
that GSHP
session on, it is
sometimes sudtaking hours for
denly discharge
hundreds of stuwater in the
dents to cross the
river without
river using a
making any pubsingle ropeways
lic announcetrolley. Hoteliers
ments. Releasing
who lost their
water suddenly
property com- All the water is diverted through GSHP diversion gates. Photo of diversion head. It rained
in dry river bed
the previous day that is why we see water flowing in river in the downstream here.
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tions Community built and managed Micro (less than 1
MW) Hydro Projects could be way forward. Time to say
BIG NO even to SMALL Hydro Projects unless these
projects are included
The Kharad craft and
under EIA notification of
Gharat (water mill) Small Hydro Projects can also be destructive
Sept 2006 and are taken
facing extinction AuSmall dams and run of the river hydro power projects up with free, prior and
gust 2012 devastated one
informed consent of all
to the two Kharad units can spell destruction to small river eco-system and
concerned. Riparian
in Kharadi. The remain- riparian community as a whole the same way as big
communities (upstream,
ing one is located upward
downstream and along
from NH 123 hidden be- dams do to big rivers and dependent communities.
the project area) must be
hind front row of hotel. GSHP is clear example of this. It is a short sighted
involved in and thorA single water channel
decision
taken
without
consent
or
consultation
with
oughly consulted right
emanating from Syalana
from
the
Khad (natural stream) the communities or without an impact assessment or
conceptualization stage.
met the water need, first management plans. It is likely to face collapse in the
Ideally Micro Hydro
of Kharad and then of
Projects (MHP) lesser
Gharat. A long stretch of event of earth quake or next Yamuna flood. Yamuna’s
than 1 MW capacity
NH 123 was washed founder basin is very small and delicate and highly
should be planned, built
away in June 2013 flood.
and operated with active
Side drains are not con- vulnerable to natural catastrophes which are recurparticipation of local
structed along realigned ring at faster frequency in the age of climate change.
community. It is desirNH route to carry
But whenever GSHP is run down by natural disas- able if the capacity of loKharad discharged wacal community is enter. August 2014 flash ters, it is likely to magnify the impacts and human
hanced and such projects
flood in Syalana Khad death toll manifolds.
are handed over to lohas even destroyed wacally formed cooperater channel to Kharad
tives for operation and maintenance. Generation from
units, further complicating the issue.
such community owned MHPs would be sufficient to
Perennial streams in spate and continuing landsustainably meet local people’s electricity requirement.
slides in Kharadi catchment In August 2014 there
Surplus, if any, can be used by local industries or sold to
was unprecedented flash flood in Syalana Khad, Kuthnor
the grid. Decentralized and village level biomass, solar
Gad, Syana Chatti Khad, Pali Gad and Hanuman Ganga
and wind energy ventures are other options for meeting
which are relatively peaceful streams. All these tributhe energy requirement of mountain communities. These
taries join river Yamuna upstream from Kharadi. Oninitiatives could prove as a win-win situation for envigoing landslips at sevronment. Given the
eral places including
destruction that curnear and opposite of
rent big and private
Kishala
village
projects are inflicting
(which is considered
on local people and
seismically vulnerrivers, it is imperaable), Syana Chatti,
tive to harness local
Phul Chatti around
projects, also learnYamnotri shrine iting from Kharad and
self are preparing leGharat techniques.
thal recipe for future
Bhim Singh
disaster. Concerned
Rawat, SANDRP
authorities as well as
(we4earth@gmail.com)
locals so far seem un(Full Story: https://
aware or unable to figsandrp.wordpress.com/
ure this out.
2015/07/10/kharadiIn
conclusion:
small-hydro-unleashCommunity maning-big-destruction/)
aged Micro Hydro
HGSHP 1 KM long approach road totally washed away in June 2013 flood
Projects better op30
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Maletha; Battle won – campaign is on (Part II)
Chronicle of an emphatic victory against stone crushers continued from May 2015 onwards

Maletha had to fight non-violently for 190 odd days to get their justified demands met by a democratically formed govt. It is matter of grave concern as to why the government turns deaf and dumb
to our constitutional rights and democratic demands. Is it time now for village & town people to
thoroughly debate, discuss and define what after all is ‘Development’?
After hosting two days long workshop on Sustainable
Mountain Development (02-03 May 2015) Maletha continued its agitation against stone crushers. The event
popularised the villagers’ strength and struggle on wider
platform. On 8th of May 2015, villagers issued warnings
of resuming indefinite hunger strike if the govt. failed to
take a stand on the issue of stone crushers. A protest
march was organized on 15th of May 2015 and two villagers Vimla Devi, head of Mahila Sangrash Samiti and
Dev Singh Negi started observing fast on alternate days.
Feeling disappointed by state machinery, Hemanti Negi
a village woman sat on indefinite hunger strike on
25th May 2015. On 6th June 2015, late in evening policemen stormed the village and tried to take away
Hemanti Negi. Villagers gathered in large numbers and
strongly objected to police action. Soon police personnel
lost the patient and started raining batons over villagers. As a result 10 village women, Sameer Raturi and
many other villagers got injured. Hemanti Negi was forcibly taken to Base Hospital Srinagar.

Eventually on 30th June 2015, eight women agitators
initiated fast unto death. On 26th day of his marathon
fast, Sameer Raturi declared to quit even water again
until the final decision is taken by the govt. The eight
fasting women also supporting the decision, pledged to
follow the same from 4th of July.

Next day, protesting against the Police atrocities villagers blocked NH 58 and Sameer Raturi gave up drinking
water until guilty police officers are transferred. Ultimately on 12th June 2015, both accused policemen were
transferred. Meanwhile villagers reiterated their demand
of cancellation of all stone crushers licenses. Khem Singh
Chouhan & Dev Singh Negi also started relay fasting.
Sameer Raturi continued his fast with Shoorveer
Chouhan village headman.

Amended cancellation GO was served to villagers. With
this Sameer Raturi on fast for 30 days and 8 village women
observing fast for 6 days ended their fast. A wave of joy
erupted among villagers. Atmosphere of struggle and
sadness vanished in the sea of pleasure and celebration.
Young or old, men or women were dancing the way they
could.

In following days, several major events started unfolding simultaneously at fast pace pushing the movement
towards its climax a ‘do or die’ situation. By 15th June
2015 many organization came in support of Maletha
Movement. On June 18, 2015 Maletha delegation had
meeting with Uttarakhand Chief Minister Shri Harish
Rawat. The CM assured the delegation that within three
days, written closure order in will be delivered to the
villagers. Despite that no Government Order (GO) was
served as full week passed. All the public outcry and ongoing movement failed to move the State Govt. that indeed appeared serving the interest of mining mafia.

On 2nd July 2015, Rakesh Sharma, Chief Secretary, issued GO on cancellation of all the stone crushers. But
again a new twist emerged in GO language. Villagers
alleged that the notification was cleverly drafted and
there were loopholes in the language that could provide
opportunity to crusher owners to obtain stay from the
High Court. They again decided to continue their protest.
The night of 4th July 2015 enveloped the sky with thick
dark clouds. The future of Maletha Movement was uncertain. But clouds had dispersed by the morning of
5th July 2015. The sun was shining bright in the sky
symbolising the victory of truth.

In conclusion In future we will see rapid surge in the
numbers of Maletha like villages until we define development model and demand implementation of 73rd
amendment of Constitution that empower the village
panchayat & thus the village community. It’s time for
peace loving mountain community to muster strength
for long campaign to protect their Jal, Jungle and Zameen.

Bhim (we4earth@gmail.com) SANDRP
https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2015/07/21/malethabattle-won-but-war-remains-to-be-fought/
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NHPC’s Chutak power house submerged in Kargil:
NHPC clueless about the disaster
Power house of NHPC’s 44 MW Chutak hydropower
project on Suru River in Kargil in Jammu & Kashmir
was submerged on the night of June 28, 2015, two weeks
later India’s premier hydropower company was still
clueless about the cause. One of the costliest hydropower
projects of India on per MW basis, the project in Indus
basin was dedicated to the nation by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi less than a year back on August 12, 2014.
For several hours after the water started filling the powerhouse, the project officials were in the dark and media
reported that it was locals who alerted the officials. The
project restarted generation only in last week of Aug
2015, considering that it generated just 0.69 Million Units
in Aug 2015 compared to 2.57 in Aug 2014. The reasons
for the disaster are still not in public domain.
Indian Express on July 11, 20151 reported speculation by
the NHPC officials: “damage to the bolts of the draft tube
which supplies water to the turbine was suspected to be
the cause.” But why should the bolts of the draft tube
buckle in two years? One hopes that there will be an
independent inquiry into the whole episode and guilty
will be held accountable. However, if past is any guide,
NHPC is not in the habit of instituting independent inquiries into the mishaps its plants face.
The power house of the Chutak project housing 4 units
of 11 MW each is located on the right side of Suru River,
at the end of 4.78 km long and 5.9 m diameter head race
tunnel, followed by surge shaft.
Prime Minister dedicated it less than a year back
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi dedicated the project
to the nation on Aug 12, 2014. The Government of India
Press Release said about the project: “44 MW Chutak
hydroelectric Project The 44 MW Chutak hydroelectric Project is located in Kargil District of Jammu &
Kashmir. Barrage site is located about 14 km upstream

of Kargil near village Sarzhe. The project is a run-offriver scheme on the river Suru, to generate 216 MU in a
90% dependable year having installed capacity of 44 MW
(4 x 11 MW) utlising a rated head of 52 m developed by
construction of a 15.0 m high barrage and through 4780
m long 5.9 M dia horse shoe shaped Head race tunnel.
Chutak Project involves construction of 15 M high and
47.5 M long barrage near village Sarzhe and an underground power house on right bank of river Suru.”
Costly, unproductive project The cost of the project
when sanctioned in 2006 was already high at Rs 621.26
crores, the latest sanctioned cost is Rs 893.76 crores2,
which comes to Rs 20.31 crores per MW. This is almost
three times the normal cost of a hydropower project commissioned in 2012-13. Even considering the difficult access, high altitude (Full Reservoir Level at 2781 m) and
cold climate, this is a very high cost. To top it, the project
is unable to generate to its full capacity since there is no
transmission line to evacuate the power! There is no
answer as to why there is no transmission line a decade
after the project was sanctioned.
It was supposed to generate 216 Million Units of electricity in 90% of years, but it generated paltry 35.49 MU
in 2014-15 and 34.18 MU in 2013-143. The project actually needs power in winter as its tariff application said:
“Substantial quantum of power is required to maintain
working condition for various auxiliary equipment &
systems when the units are working and especially when
the units are not running” during the six winter months
of November to April.
At least one hopes that the nation will get to know the
real reasons for the disaster that has stuck this expensive, and yet mostly unproductive project.

1

http://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-others/flood-water-enters-power-plant-leaves-kargil-in-dark/

2

See NHPC’s tariff petition of Aug 13, 2014 before the CERC:

SANDRP

http://www.nhpcindia.com/writereaddata/Images/pdf/Tariff_Ptition/121%20CHUTAK%20AMENDED%20TARIFF %20PETITION%202009-14%20FULL%20SCANNED.pdf
3

Figures from Central Electricity Authority, see: http://cea.nic.in/monthly_gen.html
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